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(57) ABSTRACT 

An embedded device incorporating a Web browser, which 
enables a Server to provide a dynamic content adapted and 
linked to a function specific to the embedded device and a 
Status of the same, as an easily and flexibly expandable 
Service in response to access from the embedded browser, 
and enables Securing privacy and Security of information on 
a client. In an image processing apparatus (110) implement 
ing the embedded device, a Web browser module (211) loads 
Web content data containing at least document data which is 
described in a markup language and has a Script or infor 
mation for reference to a Script embedded therein, and 
performs presentation based on the loaded Web content data. 
A controller unit (111) controls information and operation of 
the image processing apparatus. A script interpreter (805) 
incorporated in the Web browser module interprets the 
document data contained in the loaded Web content data and 
processes the Script or the information for reference to a 
script embedded in the document data. A control API module 
(218) provides an interface via which the script interpreter 
gains access, based on the processing of the Script, to a DOM 
managed in the Web browser module. Further, the control 
API module provides an interface via which the script 
interpreter gains access, based on the processing of the 
Script, to the information and operation of the embedded 
device, controlled by the controller unit. 
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FIG. I9 
<HTML 
<HEAD 
<TITLESCustomer RelationshipkTITLEX 

kHEAD> 
(BODYS 
<His 

Welcome, <SCRIPT-document write(devicegetCurrentVser) name); 
<H> 
<P>Thank you for your constant Use ofkSCRIPT>document.Write device.model); 

<P> 
<H2>NeWSkH2> 
KSCRIPTs 

if (cevice reader model="S500") { 
if (device reader feedermodel="DFO3) { 
document writeln(kPXMGSRC-'document-insert-Unit-b2.jpg"ALT-" ALIGN="lefts, 
kIMGSRC-'arrowRedgif ALT-"> 
This month, we are providing a document feeder Unit trade-inservice for a limited period. 

Your Original Feeder Unit can be traded in for the latest model, 
Why don't you take advantage of this opportunity to trade yours in for the newest model?, 
"For more detailed information<AHREF="http:/lcanon.com/offer?, device reader.model, "feeder.html, 
">, device reader model, 
'see news aboukiA>Original Feeder Unit trace in campaign, please.<P>); 

} 
if (deviceprinter model="P9900") { 

if (device printer finisher) { 
document writeln(kP><IMGSRC="arrowRedgit"ALT">', 
Why don't you add a convenient Discharge Unit to your printer?, 
The price is now discounted, 
For more detailed information<AHREF="http:/lcanon.com/special-sale?, deviceprinter model, finisher-p30.html, 
">', deviceprinter model, Please see news about<lAsDischarge Unit discount sale campaignkiP)'); 

} 
(SCRIPTs 
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FIG. 20 34 &SCRIPT 
35 war latests = new Array(); 
36 latests."operationPanel" = { version:"1050", label:"operating unit"); 
37 latests."printer")={version:"1011", label:"printer"); 
38 latests"reader" = (version:"1213", label:"reader"); 
39 latests "network") = (version:"1008", label:"network unit"}; 
40 latests "communication") = { version:"1099", label:"communication unit"}; 
41 latests"usb") = (version:"1101", label:"USB unit"); 
42 for (var unit in latests) { 
43 if (device unit 88 (device unit) version < latests unit.version)) { 
44 war uri='mailto:Support0canon.jp?"+ 
45 'subject=Request upgrade%20' + device.model +"%20%23' + device.serial + '8' + 
46 'body=Unit420model9%3a%20' + device unit).model + 
47 '%20%28'+'Current%20version%3a%20' + device unit) version + '%29: 
48 document.Writeln('<P><IMG SRC="arrowRed.gif"ALT=">', 
49 latests unit) label, "it is possible to update the firmware of <> to the latest version. Yn', 
50 The version currently in use is, device unit) version, Yn', 
51 The latest version is, latests unit).version, Yn', 
52 'Order from the support center by e-mail, if you desirezAHREF=", uri,">Yn', 
53 
54 'A Customer engineer will be dispatched.</P>\n"); 

57 (ISCRIPTs 
58 (SCRIPTs 
59 war toner = device.printergetToner(); 
60 if (toner < 10){ 
61 war uri="http://canon.jplorder?' + device.printer, model +/toner.html", 
62 document writeln('<P><IMG SRC="arrowRedgif"ALT=">N.B.:Yn', 
63 "Toner in the printer will run out soon. (remaining amount of toner:", toner, "%) Yn', 
64 'Please, order from<AHREF=", uri,">', deviceprinter, model, 
65 'genuine toner online ordering page.<JAYYn', 

67 ) 
68 (SCRIPTs 
69 <DIVALIGN="Center"> 
70 &SCRIPTs 
71 document.Writeln('<AHREF="manual-', device.model, ".html">Latest ManualCJAZ'); 
72 (ISCRIPTs 
73 <AHREF="admin.html">Device Management</As 
74 <AHREF="report.html">Apparatus Report</A> 
75 C/DVD 
76 (/BODY > 
77 (/HTMLe 
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FIG. 25 
41 (TDROWSPAN'3"> 

<SCRIPTs 
if (device-printerpaperSupply){ 

document.Write(kAHREF="http://canon.jplmanual, 
device-printerpaperSupply model,'.html">, 
'klMGSRC-'paper-supply-, device-printerpaperSupply model, 
"ALT="paper Supply"BORDER="O"><IA>'); 

else { 
50 document.Write(kAHREF="http:lcanon.jplorderlpaper-supply.html">, 

US 2006/0059462 A1 

51 '<IMGSRC="no-paper-supply.jpg"ALT="Order paper supply nOwl"BORDER="O"></A>); 

53 (ISCRIPTs 
54 <TD> 
55 (TR 
56 (TRD 

58 <SCRIPTs 
59 document.Write(kAHREF="http:/lcanon.jp/manual, device reader model, 'html">, 
60 '<IMGSRC-"scanner, device, reader model," ALT-"scanner"BORDER="O"><IA)'); 
61 (SCRIPTs 
62 CTD) 
63 (TRD 
64 (TRY 
65 <TD> 
66 (SCRIPTs 
67 document.Write(kAHREF="http:/lcanon.jp/manual, deviceprinter model, html"> 
68 '<IMGSRC-"printer, device-printer model, "ALT-"printer"BORDER="O"><lA>'); 
69 (ISCRIPTs 

71 (TRD 
72 (TABLE 
73 <P>Touch a unit image, and a manual for the unit will be Opened. 
74 (If the unit is not mounted, an Ordering page will be Opened.) 
75 (P. 
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76 <UL FIG. 26 
77 (SCRIPT 
78 document.Write(<Lb<AHREF="http:/lcanon.jp/manual, device reader.model, 'html">', 
79 "ImageReader, device reader model, ki><i>'); 
80 (ISCRIPTs 

82 <SCRIPTs 
83 if (device reader feeder) { 
84 document.Write(<Lb<AHREF="http:/lcanon.jp/manual, device reader feedermodel, html">', 
85 Original Feeder Unit, device reader feedermodel, klA></LD'); 

87 (SCRIPT 

89 &SCRIPTs 
90 document.Write(kLD<AHREF="http:/lcanon.jp/manual, deviceprintermodel'.html">', 
91 'Printer, deviceprinter model, 'klA></Li>'); 
92 (ISCRIPTs 
93 <U> 
94 (SCRIPT 
95 if (device-printerpaperSupply) { 
96 document.Write(<Lb<AHREF="http:lcanon.jp/manual, 
97 device-printerpaperSupply model'.html">', 
98 'Sheet Feeder Unit, device-printerpaperSupply model,'kIA><LD'); 

100 (ISCRIPT 
101 (SCRIPT 
102 if (device-printerfinisher) { 
103 document.Write(<LD<AHREF="http:lcanon.jp/manual, 
104 device-printerfinishermodel, ".html">', 
105 Discharge Unit, deviceprinterfinishermodelklA></LD); 
106 } 
107 (ISCRIPTs 

110 <DIWALIGN="center"> 
11 (AHREF="main.html">NeWSCA) 
112 <AHREF="admin.html">Device Management<IA) 
113 <AHREF="report.html">Device Report<lAs 
114 (DIV) 
115 (IBODYS 
16 g/HTML 
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FIG. 28 
<HTMLD 
CHEAD 
<TITLE-Administration</TITLE 
<SCRIPT 
function diag (unit) { 
var diagFesult = unit.diag(); 
var diagdiv = document.getBlementByld("diagdiv"); 
var oldP = diagdiv.getBlementsByTagName("P").item(0); 
war p = document.createElement("P"); 

10 if (diagResult == 0) { 
11 war t = document.createTextNode("Diagnosis: Normal'); 
12 p.appendChild(t); 
13 } 
14 else { 
15 war uri="http://canon.jp/support/trouble/diag-code' + 
16 diagResult +'.html"; 
17 war t = document.createTextNode("Diagnosis: Abnormality is detected" + 
18 "Error code is #"+diagFesult+'. For more detailed information); 
19 p.appendChild(t); 
20 war a = document.createElement("A"); 
21 var attr = a.setAttribute("HREF", uri); 
22 t = document.createTextNode(uri); 
23 a.append Child(t); 
24 p.append Child(a); 
25 t = document.createTextNode('see'Yn'); 
26 p.append Child(t); 
27 } 
28 diagdiv.replace0hild(p, oldP); 
29 } 
30 </SCRIPT 
31 &SCRIPT 
32 function showPrinterStatus() { 
33 war statusDiv = document.getBlementByld("status.Div."); 
34 war p = statusdiv.getBlementsByTagName("P"). item(0); 
35 if (device.printer.is0nline) { 
36 p.firstChild.data = 'Online\n"; 
37 } 
38 else { 
39 p.firstChild.data = 'Online\n'; 
40 } 
41 ) 
42 (SCRIPTs 
43 &SCRIPT 
44 function error Handler(event) { 
45 var statusdiv = document.getBlementByld("statusdiv"); 
46 war p = statusdiv.getBlementsByTagName("P").item(0); 
47 p.firstChild.data = event.unit +":" + event.message; 
48 } 
49 device.onerror = errorHandler; 
50 </SCRIPTs 
51 </HEAD 
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FIG. 29 
52 <BODY Onload='setinterval(showPrinterStatus, 10000);> 
53 <H1>Device Management</H12 
54 <H2>Unit Diagnosis</H2> 
55 <DIVID-"diagDiv"> 
56 (Ps 
57 (P. 
58 (SCRIPTs 
59 if (device-printer.diag) { 
60 document writeln('<INPUT TYPE="button" VALUE="Printer"OnClick="diag(deviceprinter);">'); 
61 } 
62 if (deviceprinter.finisher, diag) { 
63 document writeln(<INPUT TYPE="button" VALUE="Discharge Unit", 
64 "OnClick="diag(device-printer.finisher);">''); 
65 ) 
66 if (device-printerpaperSupply diag) { 
67 documentWriteln('<INPUT TYPE="button"VALUE="Sheet Feeder Unit", 
68 OnClick="diag(device-printerpaperSuppply)">'); 
69 } 
70 if (device. reader.diag) { 
71 document.Writeln('<INPUT TYPE="button"VALUE="Reader" onClick="diag(device reader);">'); 
72 ) 
73 if (device, reader.feeder.diag) { 
74 document writeln('<INPUT TYPE="button"VALUE-"Original Feeder Unit", 
75 "OnClick="diag(device.reader.feeder)">'); 
76 ) 
77 (ISCRIPTs 
78 (IDV 
79 <H2>Printer Status(H2> 
80 <DIVID='status)iv"> 
81 <P>Status is being acquired. 
82 (Ps 
83 (IDV 
84 (DIWALIGN="center"> 
85 (AHREF="main.html">NeWSCA 
86 (SCRIPTs 
87 document.Writeln(KAHREF="manual, device.model, ".html">Latest ManuaklAc); 
88 (ISCRIPTs 
89 <AHREF="report.html">Device Report</AY 
90 <DIVs 
91 (BODY 
92 (HTML 
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FIG. 33 

<TITLEs Device Report</TITLES 
&SCRIPTs 
function CreatecounterReport() { 
document.reportForm.Countervalue = device-printer.getTotalCounter(); 

function reportLog(message) { 
document.reportForm.ogvalue += message + \n"; 

function createLogReport() { 
document.reportForm. log value = "; 
war log = device.getBlementsByTagName("log").item(0); 
var records = loggetElementsByTagName("record"); 
for (var i= 0; iz records.length; i) { 

war record = records.item (i); 
if (record.getAttribute("facility") == "system" &&. 

record.getAttribute("level") == "notice") { 
reportLog(record.getAttribute("date") +": "+ record.firstChild.data); 

} 
23 &/SCRIPTs 
24 &/HEADD 
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FIG. 34 

25 <BODY Onload="createCounterReport(); createLogReport0"> 
26 <H1>Device Report</H12 
27 <FORMNAME="reportForm"ACTION="submitReport"> 
28 (TABLE CELLPADDING"5"> 
29 (TRD 
30 <TD>COUnter<BR> 
31 (INPUT TYPE="text"NAME="COUnter's 
32 </TDs 
33 </TR 
34 (TRD 

36 <TEXTAREANAME="log"ROWS="8"COLS="70"></TEXTAREA> 
37 </TD 
38 KTRs 
39 (TRD 

41 <INPUT TYPE="button"NAME="updateButton" VALUE="Update" 
42 OnClick="createCounterReport(); CreateLogReport();"> 
43 <INPUT TYPE="Submit"NAME="SubmitEutton" VALUE"Send"> 
44 (TD 
45 (TR& 
46 (ITABLEs. 
47 (SCRIPTs 
48 document writeln('<INPUT TYPE="hidden"NAME="model" VALUE=", 
49 device.model,">'); 
50 document.Writeln('<INPUT TYPE="hidden"NAME="serial" VALUE=", 
5 device.serial,">'); 
52 (ISCRIPTs 
53 (FORMD 
54 (DIVALIGN-"Center"> 
55 (AHREF="main.html">NeWSCIA 
56 (SCRIPT 
57 document.Writeln(kAHREF="manual-', device.model, ".html">Latest ManuakiA)'); 
58 (ISCRIPTs 
59 <AHREF="admin.html">Device Management</A 
60 (DIV) 
61 (BODY 
62 </HTML) 
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FIG. 37 
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FIG. 38 
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FIG. 39 
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FIG. 40 
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FIG. 4I 
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FIG. 43 
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FIG. 45 

(x) Processing failed due to lack of an access right. 
You and your group have no access right required 
for execution of the processing. 

Resource: Technical Research Report 0110 (Class: Document) 
Required Permission: Read 
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EMBEDDED DEVICE, CONTROL METHOD 
THEREFOR, PROGRAM FOR IMPLEMENTING 
THE CONTROL METHOD, AND STORAGE 

MEDIUM STORING THE PROGRAM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 The present invention relates to an embedded 
device provided with a Web browser, a control method 
therefor, a program for implementing the control method, 
and a storage medium Storing the program. 
0003 2. Description of the Related Art 
0004 AS is well known, the Internet has been developed 
by Web servers that supply HTML (Hypertext Markup 
Language) document data using HTTP (Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol) and Web browsers as clients that acquire the 
HTML document data using HTTP and display the acquired 
data. 

0005. The most basic function of a Web server is to 
provide a file transfer Service for Sending a file in response 
to a file acquisition request transmitted by a client using 
HTTP. In this case, basically, the Web server merely reads 
out a Static file Stored therein, and Sends the same, but it can 
also have a function of dynamically generating and Sending 
data in response to a HTTP request (a GET request or a 
POST request) in addition to the basic function. 
0006 Processing performed by the Web server to 
dynamically generate a HTTP response as described above 
is referred to as Server-side processing. The Server-side 
processing can also be realized by being delegated from the 
Web server to external software implemented according to 
the CGI (Common Gateway Interface) specification, the 
Java (registered trademark) Servlet specification, or the like. 
The external Software to which the processing is delegated 
from the Web server according to the Interface specification 
is implemented as an execution type program executed by a 
Server machine, a program described in an instruction lan 
guage for the Java or another virtual machine, or a text 
format Script executed by an interpreter. Examples of the 
text format Scripts executed by an interpreter (Script execu 
tion environment) include a shell script, JavaScript, PHP 
(Personal HomePage or PHP: Hypertext Processor), and so 
forth. To provide a script for linkage to a Web server for 
execution of the Server-side processing is referred to as 
Server-Side Scripting. 
0007 AHTML document can express a form for requir 
ing user input, using a form element (FORM) in HTML. 
When a form element-based form is displayed on a Web 
browser and a user inputS data into the form and instructs 
Submission thereof, the data input to the form is Sent as a 
HTTP request (a GET request or a POST request) to a Web 
Server. Accordingly, by configuring a HTML document to be 
sent from the Web server to a client Such that the HTML 
document includes a form that can receive a user instruction 
for Server-Side processing, it is possible to provide a kind of 
user interface for enabling the user to interact with the 
Server-side processing via a Web browser (the form can also 
be configured Such that a client-side file input to the form is 
uploaded to the server). The server-side processing enables 
not only dynamic generation of a HTTP response, but also 
execution of processing for providing Some Service as a side 
effect. 
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0008 Thus, the user is allowed to use business logic, 
back-end Services, and the like that exist on the Server Side 
via a Web browser. Consequently, a model for a distributed 
system is widely used in which HTML is used as a kind of 
user interface description language and a client-side Web 
browser is given charge of only user interface processing for 
Services for which the major part of processing is executed 
on a server Side (the Small-sized client in Such a model is 
referred to as a thin client). 
0009 Client-side processing is also well known in which 
computation is performed on a Web browser side. In the 
client-side processing, Software for carrying out Some pro 
cessing is Sent from a Web Server to a client in response to 
a request from the Web browser, and the software is 
executed on a processing System incorporated in the Web 
browser. In this case, dynamic document generation and 
interaction with the user are achieved by the client-side 
processing executed on the Web browser, and hence com 
munication with the Server is not absolutely necessary. An 
object format program described in the instruction language 
for the Java Virtual machine and implemented according to 
an interface Specification based on a Java Applet operates on 
the Java virtual machine incorporated as a plug-in in the Web 
browser. Further, conventionally, many Web browsers have 
a JavaScript interpreter incorporated therein as a text based 
Scripting language. The client-side JavaScript is a combina 
tion of a DOM (Document Object Model) defined by the 
Web browser and a script function of the JavaScript inter 
preter. An approach by a Scripting language, Such as Java 
Script, is more advantageous than an approach by a Java 
Applet or the like, because the Scripting language is text 
based, and therefore it has a higher affinity for a markup 
language, such as HTML, and hence a provider of a HTML 
document content can easily provide an “executable con 
tent. Further, a client-side JavaScript interpreter is config 
ured to be linked to a DOM as a data structure enabling a 
Web browser to internally handle a document, so that the 
document displayed on the Web browser can be operated so 
as to easily provide a user with dynamic information and 
user interface. 

0010. The core part of the JavaScript language was 
standardized as ECMAScript by ECMA (European Com 
puter Manufacturers Association). See e.g. “JavaScript The 
Definitive Guide, Third Edition', David Flanagan, O'Reilly, 
1998, for details of client-side processing and JavaScript. 

0011. The DOM is an object model for handling the 
Structure of a document described in a markup language, 
such as HTML. Each Web browser, such as Netscape 
Navigator (registered trademark) or Internet Explorer (reg 
istered trademark), has conventionally provided a specific 
DOM to be implemented for client-side processing using 
JavaScript or the like. The DOM specification was standard 
ized by the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) such that 
an interface compliant with Standard Specifications is avail 
able for implementation by each Web browser. 

0012 Further, a Web browser for a general-purpose desk 
top computer captures objects and the like based on plug-ins, 
dynamic link libraries, and native machine codes and 
dynamically couple them to the execution form of the Web 
browser so as to expand the function of the Web browser 
itself. 
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0013 For example, Japanese Laid-Open Patent Publica 
tion (Kokai) No. H11-187061 discloses apparatus control by 
Server-side processing (CGI). 
0.014 Further, Japanese Laid-Open Patent Publications 
(Kokai) Nos. H11-134125, H11-212751, H11-327834, and 
2000-194531 each disclose a Web pulprint facility incor 
porated or embedded in a digital multi-function machine. 
The embedded pulprint facility includes a data-acquiring 
mechanism based on HTTP similar to one provided in a Web 
browser, and a rendering mechanism, Such as HTML and 
prints out a content acquired from a URL (Uniform 
Resource Locator) designated by the user. 
0.015 Further, a system is known in which various 
embedded devices, which incorporate an operating System 
or software, comprised of firmware provided with the Java 
Virtual machine can acquire and dynamically load a program 
described in an object format (bytecode) of the Java virtual 
machine from a Server, and execute the Same. 
0016. However, a Web browser incorporated in the firm 
ware of Such an embedded device is required to be used in 
a different way from a Web browser for general-purpose 
desktop computers. This is because calculation resources (a 
CPU, a memory, an external Storage, the Size and resolution 
of a display, a keyboard, a pointing device, etc.) of an 
embedded device are generally inferior in function and 
performance to a general-purpose desktop computer. Fur 
ther, the general-purpose desktop computer is placed on a 
desk to cope with various kinds of jobs So that the user can 
sit on a chair and operate the computer with composure, 
whereas a multi-function machine, Such as a digital copying 
machine, is to be placed in a corner of an office and shared 
by a plurality of Staff members, for example, i.e. used in a 
particular Situation and a particular mode of use. Therefore, 
to use a Web browser incorporated in an embedded device 
to perform general net-Surfing or browsing is not impossible, 
but cannot be said to be an optimal use of the Web browser. 
0017. Therefore, when the Web browser incorporated in 
the embedded device is used, it is required to browse a 
content linked and optimally adapted to the intrinsic func 
tion of the embedded device. 

0.018. Examples of application of the embedded browser 
include Sales of consumables, reference to manuals, diag 
nosis of an apparatus, and usage of other Services. For 
example, if the remaining amount of toner in a multi 
function machine is small when a Web browser incorporated 
in the machine displays a portal page provided by a dis 
tributor of the machine, it is effective to provide fine services 
intimately related to specific use of the machine in a cus 
tomer environment e.g. by dynamically displaying a guide 
recommending online purchase of toner. Further, when the 
Web browser incorporated in the machine displays a page 
where the latest version of a manual of the apparatus, a 
collection of exemplary cases of usage, a know-how collec 
tion, etc. are disclosed, it is also effective to provide fine 
Services e.g. by Selectively displaying information related to 
the machine or a group of options actually incorporated in 
the machine. In many cases, for maintenance or repair of the 
machine, it is required to refer to or change a variety of 
parameters managed as internal data by firmware incorpo 
rated in the machine, or to call a plurality of diagnosis codes, 
Setup codes, or the like built in the firmware in appropriate 
order and combination. Moreover, appropriate processing to 
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be executed for maintenance or repair of the machine can 
differ depending on the mounting conditions of optional 
units or the version of the firmware. The appropriate pro 
cessing may be changed with an increase in Stored know 
how. For the above described reasons, it is difficult for an 
end user or a customer engineer at a maintenance or repair 
Site to grasp everything and perform optimal processing, or 
it requires a great cost. Therefore, if for the management 
processing of the machine, access is made from the Web 
browser incorporated therein in a customer environment to 
a page disclosing machine or apparatus management infor 
mation provided by a Service company, it enables the end 
user or the customer engineer to View an optimal operation 
manual dynamically reflecting the current Status of the 
machine. Further, if a user interface page carefully prepared 
by the Service company in accordance with most recent 
know-how is displayed according to the kind of the machine 
and the Status of the Same, to allow the end user or the 
customer engineer to give an execution instruction for 
referring to or changing parameters within the machine or to 
Select a combination of a diagnosis code and a Setup code, 
it is very convenient to the end user or the customer 
engineer. 

0019 AS is apparent from the above described examples, 
it is desired to dynamically provide a content optimized for 
access from the embedded browser and linked to the func 
tion and Status of the machine in a manner flexibly expand 
able by a server. However, in the case where the user does 
not desire, from the viewpoint of protection of privacy, that 
information of the machine is sent to a server (content 
provider), the server-side processing performed using a CGI 
program or the like is not Suitable, and hence it is necessary 
to achieve the provision of Such a content by the client-side 
processing. 

0020) Further, consideration must be given to ensure that 
a content acquired from outside via a network can be fully 
linked to the function and Status of an apparatus and at the 
Same time Security of the embedded device is not threatened. 
0021 Furthermore, in most cases, the browser incorpo 
rated in the embedded device is implemented as firmware on 
a real-time OS, which makes it difficult to achieve expansion 
of the function of the browser itself, as is distinct from a 
browser for general-purpose desktop computers, by captur 
ing objects or the like based on plug-ins, dynamic link 
libraries, or native machine codes and dynamically coupling 
the objects or the like to the execution form of the browser. 
Therefore, it is desirable that the function of the browser 
itself is fixed before shipment of the System, and provision 
of a dynamic content linked to the function and Status of the 
apparatus is flexibly and expandably performed by-the 
SCWC. 

0022. In Japanese Laid-Open Patent Publication (Kokai) 
No. H11-187061 referred to above, however, only apparatus 
control by the server-side processing (CGI) is disclosed, but 
no description is given of apparatus control by the client 
Side processing on the embedded browser. 
0023. Further, as described hereinabove, the approach by 
the Java virtual machine or the like is inferior to the 
approach by a Scripting language, Such as JavaScript, in 
respect of affinity for a text based markup language, Such as 
HTML, and accessibility from a program to the DOM, of a 
Source document incorporating (or associated with) the 
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program, and hence is not easy to use by a content provider 
that provides a distributed system utilizing the browser 
incorporated in the embedded device. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0024. It is an object of the present invention to provide an 
embedded device incorporating a Web browser, a control 
method therefor, which enable a Server to provide a dynamic 
content adapted and linked to a function specific to the 
embedded device and a status of the Same, as an easily and 
flexibly expandable Service in response to access from the 
embedded browser, and enable Securing privacy and Security 
of information on a client, as well as a program for imple 
menting the control method, and a storage medium Storing 
the program. 

0.025 To attain the above object, in a first aspect of the 
present invention, there is provided an embedded device 
comprising a browser unit adapted to load content data 
containing at least document data which is described in a 
markup language and has a Script or information for refer 
ence to a Script embedded therein, and to perform presen 
tation based on the loaded content data, a control unit 
adapted to control information and operation of the embed 
ded device, a Script processing unit incorporated in the 
browser unit, adapted to interpret the document data con 
tained in the loaded content data and to process the Script or 
the information for reference to a script embedded in the 
document data, and a first interface unit adapted to provide 
an interface via which the Script processing unit gains 
access, based on the processing of the Script, to the infor 
mation and operation of the embedded device, controlled by 
the control unit. 

0026. With the arrangement of the embedded device 
according to the first aspect of the present invention, the 
Script processing means interprets the document data con 
tained in the loaded Web content and processes the Script 
embedded in the document data or the script referred to 
based on the reference information; the first interface means 
enables accessing the internal data Structure of the document 
data managed in the browser means, based on the processing 
of the Script; and the Second interface means enables the 
Script processing means to access the information and opera 
tion of the embedded device, controlled by the control 
means, based on the processing of the Script. Further, a 
dynamic content adapted and linked to the function specific 
to the embedded device and the Status of the same are 
generated via the first and Second interface means, and then 
a presentation is performed based on the generated content. 
Therefore, preparation of only a Single content on the Server 
Side makes it possible to Selectively present proper infor 
mation according to the configuration of the embedded 
device and the Status of the Same. Further, the dynamic 
content is basically generated by client-side processing, So 
that privacy and Security of client-Side information can be 
Secured. 

0027 Preferably, the embedded device is further com 
prised of a Second interface unit adapted to provide an 
interface via which the Script processing unit gains access, 
based on the processing of the Script, to an internal data 
Structure of the document data, managed in the browser unit, 
and the Script processing unit inserts partial document data 
generated based on a result obtained by gaining acceSS, via 
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the first interface unit, to the information and operation of 
the embedded device, controlled by the control unit, into the 
document data at a position therein determined according to 
a result obtained by gaining acceSS, via the Second interface 
unit, to the internal data Structure of the document data. 
0028 Preferably, the second interface unit constructs a 
document object model for acceSS by the Script processing 
unit to the internal data Structure of the document data, the 
document object model being constructed by associating 
objects to be processed by the Script processing unit with 
respective elements of the document data, associating an 
attribute of each of the objects with an attribute of a 
corresponding one of the elements of the document data, 
asSociating an operation on each of the objects with an 
operation on a corresponding one of the elements of the 
document data, associating a relationship between the 
objects with a relationship between the elements of the 
document data, and associating events generated for objects 
asSociated with the document data or respective ones of the 
elements of the document data, with events generated for the 
document data or the corresponding elements of the docu 
ment data. 

0029 More preferably, the script processing unit gains 
access, via the first interface unit, to the information and 
operation of the embedded device, controlled by the control 
unit, in response to an event generated for the document data 
or an element of the document data. 

0030 Preferably, the first interface unit constructs a 
device object model for access by the Script processing unit 
to the information and operation of the embedded device, 
controlled by the control unit, the device object model being 
constructed by associating objects to be processed by the 
Script processing unit with respective resources constituting 
the embedded device, associating an attribute of each of the 
objects with an attribute of a corresponding one of the 
resources, associating an operation on each of the objects 
with an operation on a corresponding one of the resources, 
and associating a relationship between the objects associated 
with the respective resources, with a relationship between 
the resources. 

0031 More preferably, in the device object model, an 
abstract-concrete relationship is inherited, a concrete class 
being provided with at least a part of at least one of an 
attribute of an associated abstract class and an operation 
thereon, and each object belonging to each class being 
provided with at least a part of at least one of an attribute of 
the class and an operation thereon. 
0032 More preferably, in the device object model, a 
parent-child aggregation relationship is represented, and a 
whole object being provided with an operation or an 
attribute for Searching Zero or more partial objects associ 
ated with the whole object. 
0033 More preferably, the device object model is con 
Structed by further associating events and exceptions gen 
erated for objects associated with the embedded device or 
respective ones of the resources of the embedded device, 
with events and exceptions generated for the embedded 
device or corresponding ones of the resources of the embed 
ded device. 

0034 Preferably, in the case a user gives an instruction 
for externally outputting from the embedded device a result 
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obtained by the Script processing unit gaining access, via the 
first interface unit, to the information and operation of the 
embedded device, controlled by the control unit, the browser 
unit inhibits the result from being externally outputted in 
response to the instruction. 

0.035 Preferably, in the case a user gives an instruction 
for outputting from the embedded device a result obtained 
by the Script processing unit gaining access, via the first 
interface unit, to the information and operation of the 
embedded device, controlled by the control unit, the browser 
unit requests the user to confirm whether to permit the result 
to be externally outputted in response to the instruction, in 
advance or whenever the instruction is given. 
0.036 More preferably, an access right is held for each of 
the objects constituting the device object model, and in the 
case the Script processing unit attempts access to an object 
which the Script processing unit is not authorized to access, 
an attribute of the object, or an operation on the object, the 
first interface unit inhibits the access. 

0037. Further preferably, the embedded device further 
comprises a Setting unit adapted to Set an access right to each 
of the objects constituting the device object model. 
0.038 Further preferably, each of the objects constituting 
the device object model inherits an access right held for a 
class to which the object belongs. 

0039. Further preferably, an access right to each of the 
objects constituting the device object model is Set to an 
access right held for an object including the object and being 
in an aggregation relationship therewith. 

0040. To attain the above object, in a second aspect of the 
present invention, there is provided an embedded device 
comprising a browser unit adapted to load content data 
containing at least document data described in a markup 
language, and to perform presentation based on the loaded 
content data, a control unit adapted to control information 
and operation of the embedded device, and an interface unit 
adapted to provide an interface via which the browser unit 
accesses the information and operation of the embedded 
device, controlled by the control unit, wherein the browser 
unit identifies a user currently utilizing the embedded 
device, based on a result. obtained by gaining access, via the 
interface unit, to the information and operation of the 
embedded device, controlled by the control unit, and dis 
plays a content of a document according to the user. 

0041) To attain the above object, in a third aspect of the 
present invention, there is provided an embedded device 
comprising a browser unit adapted to load content data 
containing at least document data described in a markup 
language, and to perform presentation based on the loaded 
content data, a control unit adapted to control information 
and operation of the embedded device, and an interface unit 
adapted to provide an interface via which the browser unit 
accesses the information and operation of the embedded 
device, controlled by the control unit, wherein the browser 
unit determines information Specific to the embedded device 
or a status of the embedded device based on a result obtained 
by gaining access, via the interface unit, to the information 
and operation of the embedded device, controlled by the 
control unit, and displays a content of a document according 
to the determination. 
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0042. With the arrangement of the embedded device 
according to the third aspect of the present invention, the 
type of the embedded device, the type of each option unit 
mounted in the embedded device, the version of each of the 
embedded device and the option units, or the Status of each 
of the embedded device and the option units is discriminated 
based on a result obtained by access to the information and 
operation of the embedded device, controlled by the control 
means via the interface means, and the content of a docu 
ment is displayed based on the result of the discrimination, 
So that the content can be used, for example, to provide an 
electronic manual or the like optimized for the Status of the 
very embedded device whose browser means is currently 
performing browsing. 
0043 Preferably, the information specific to the embed 
ded device contains at least one of a type of the embedded 
device, a type of at least one option unit mounted in the 
embedded device, and versions of the embedded device and 
the option unit. 
0044 Preferably, the document contains at least one of a 
manual for at least one of the embedded device and at least 
one option unit mounted in the embedded device, a Sugges 
tion to a user, and information for referring to the manual or 
the Suggestion. 
004.5 To attain the above object, in a fourth aspect of the 
present invention, there is provided an embedded device 
comprising a browser unit adapted to load content data 
containing at least document data described in a markup 
language, and to perform presentation based on the loaded 
content data, a control unit adapted to control information 
and operation of the embedded device, and an interface unit 
adapted to provide an interface via which the browser unit 
accesses the information and operation of the embedded 
device, controlled by the control unit, wherein the browser 
unit determines whether or not an internal program is Stored 
in the embedded device, based on a result obtained by 
gaining access, via the interface unit, to the information and 
operation of the embedded device, controlled by the control 
unit, and when an internal program is Stored in the embed 
ded device, displays a document containing a user input 
element for giving an instruction for Starting the internal 
program. 

0046) To attain the above object, in a fifth aspect of the 
present invention, there is provided an embedded device 
comprising a control unit adapted to control information and 
operation of the embedded device, a Script processing unit 
adapted to process a Script, and an interface unit adapted to 
provide an interface via which the Script processing unit 
gains access, based on the processing of the Script, to the 
information and operation of the embedded device, con 
trolled by the control unit, wherein the interface unit con 
Structs a device object model for access by the Script 
processing unit to the information and operation of the 
embedded device, controlled by the control unit, the device 
object model being constructed by associating objects to be 
processed by the Script processing unit with respective 
resources constituting the embedded device, associating an 
attribute of each of the objects with an attribute of a 
corresponding one of the resources, associating an operation 
on each of the objects with an operation on a corresponding 
one of the resources, and associating a relationship between 
the objects associated with the respective resources, with a 
relationship between the resources. 
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0047 Preferably, in the device object model, an abstract 
concrete relationship is inherited, a concrete class being 
provided with at least a part of at least one of an attribute of 
an associated abstract class and an operation thereon, and 
each object belonging to each class being provided with at 
least a part of at least one of an attribute of the class and an 
operation thereon. 
0.048 Preferably, in the device object model, a parent 
child aggregation relationship is represented, and a whole 
object being provided with an operation or an attribute for 
Searching Zero or more partial objects associated with the 
whole object. 
0049 Preferably, the device object model is constructed 
by further associating events and exceptions generated for 
objects associated with the embedded device or respective 
ones of the resources of the embedded device, with events 
and exceptions generated for the embedded device or cor 
responding ones of the resources of the embedded device. 
0050. To attain the above object, in a sixth aspect of the 
present invention, there is provided a method of controlling 
an embedded device, comprising a browser Step of loading 
content data containing at least document data which is 
described in a markup language and has a Script or infor 
mation for reference to a Script embedded therein, and 
performing presentation based on the loaded content data, a 
control Step of controlling information and operation of the 
embedded device, a Script processing Step of interpreting the 
document data contained in the loaded content data and 
processing the Script or the information for reference to a 
Script embedded in the document data, the Script processing 
Step being incorporated in the browser Step, and an interface 
Step of providing an interface via which access to the 
information and operation of the embedded device, con 
trolled in the control Step, is gained based on the processing 
of the Script, in the Script processing Step. 

0051) To attain the above object, in a seventh aspect of 
the present invention, there is provided a method of con 
trolling an embedded device, comprising a browser Step of 
loading content data containing at least document data 
described in a markup language, and performing presenta 
tion based on the loaded content data, a control Step of 
controlling information and operation of the embedded 
device, and an interface Step of providing an interface via 
which access to the information and operation of the embed 
ded device, controlled in the control Step, is gained in the 
browser Step, wherein the browser Step comprises identify 
ing a user currently using the embedded device, based on a 
result obtained by gaining access, in the interface Step, to the 
information and operation of the embedded device, con 
trolled in the control Step, and displays a content of a 
document according to the user. 
0.052 To attain the above object, in an eighth aspect of the 
present invention, there is provided a method of controlling 
an embedded device, comprising a browser Step of loading 
content data containing at least document data described in 
a markup language, and performing presentation based on 
the loaded content data, a control Step of controlling infor 
mation and operation of the embedded device, and an 
interface Step of providing an interface via which access to 
the information and operation of the embedded device, 
controlled in the control Step, is gained in the browser Step, 
wherein the browser Step determines information Specific to 
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the embedded device or status of the embedded device based 
on a result obtained by gaining access, in the interface Step, 
to the information and operation of the embedded device, 
controlled in the control Step, and displays a content of a 
document according to the determination. 

0053 To attain the above object, in a ninth aspect of the 
present invention, there is provided a method of controlling 
an embedded device, comprising a browser Step of loading 
content data containing at least document data described in 
a markup language, and performing presentation based on 
the loaded content data, a control Step of controlling infor 
mation and operation of the embedded device, and an 
interface Step of providing an interface via which access to 
the information and operation of the embedded device, 
controlled in the control Step, is gained in the browser Step 
wherein the browser step determines whether or not an 
internal program is Stored in the embedded device, based on 
a result obtained by gaining access, in the interface Step, to 
the information and operation of the embedded device, 
controlled in the control Step, and when an internal program 
is Stored in the embedded device, displays a document 
containing a user input element for giving an instruction for 
Starting the internal program. 

0054) To attain the above object, in a tenth aspect of the 
present invention, there is provided a method of controlling 
an embedded device, comprising a control Step of control 
ling information and operation of the embedded device, a 
Script processing Step of processing a Script, and an interface 
Step of providing an interface via which access to the 
information and operation of the embedded device, con 
trolled in the control Step, is gained based on the processing 
of the Script in the Script processing Step, the interface Step 
comprises constructing a device object model for acceSS in 
the Script processing Step to the information and operation of 
the embedded device, controlled in the control Step, the 
device object model being constructed by associating 
objects to be processed in the Script processing Step with 
respective resources constituting the embedded device, asso 
ciating an attribute of each of the objects with an attribute of 
a corresponding one of the resources, associating an opera 
tion on each of the objects with an operation on a corre 
sponding one of the resources, and associating relationships 
between the objects associated with the respective resources, 
with relationships between the resources. 

0055 To attain the above object, in an eleventh aspect of 
the present invention, there is provided a program for 
causing a computer to execute a method of controlling an 
embedded device, the method comprising a browser Step of 
loading content data containing at least document data 
which is described in a markup language and has a Script or 
information for reference to a Script embedded therein, and 
performing presentation based on the loaded content data, a 
control Step of controlling information and operation of the 
embedded device, a Script processing Step of interpreting the 
document data contained in the loaded content data and 
processing the Script or the information for reference to a 
Script embedded in the document data, the Script processing 
Step being incorporated in the browser Step, and an interface 
Step of providing an interface via which access to the 
information and operation of the embedded device, con 
trolled in the control Step, is gained based on the processing 
of the Script, in the Script processing Step. 
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0056 To attain the above object, in a twelfth aspect of the 
present invention, there is provided a computer-readable 
Storage medium Storing the program according to claim 29. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0057 FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the whole 
arrangement of an image processing System including image 
processing apparatuses to which is applied an embedded 
device according to a first embodiment of the present 
invention; 
0.058 FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing the software 
configuration of the image processing apparatus in FIG. 1; 
0059 FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the hardware 
configuration of the image processing apparatus in FIG. 1; 
0060 FIG. 4 is a perspective view showing the appear 
ance of the image processing apparatus in FIG. 1; 
0061 FIG. 5 is a view showing details of the appearance 
of an operating unit appearing in FIG. 4; 
0.062 FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing details of the 
functional configuration of the operating unit in FIG. 5; 
0.063 FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing, by way of 
example, a network configuration, which is useful in 
explaining the operation of applications incorporated in the 
image processing apparatus in FIG. 1; 

0.064 FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing the software 
configuration of a Web browser module appearing in FIG. 
2, 
0065 FIG. 9 is a view showing, by way of example, the 
layout of a screen of a Web browser, which is displayed on 
a LCD display unit appearing in FIG. 5; 
0.066 FIG. 10 is a sequence diagram showing, by way of 
example, a flow of request and response processing using 
HTTP; 
0067 FIG. 11 is a diagram showing, by way of example, 
a flow of Server-Side processing and client-Side processing; 
0068 FIG. 12 is a diagram showing, by way of example, 
the Structure of data for managing a user account of each 
user utilizing the image processing apparatus in FIG. 1; 
0069 FIG. 13 is a diagram showing, by way of example, 
the Structure of data for managing user groups that use the 
image processing apparatus in FIG. 1; 
0070 FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram showing, by way 
of example, the Structure of data of a resource class, in which 
various resources constituting the image processing appa 
ratus in FIG. 1 are expressed in an abstracted manner; 
0071 FIGS. 15A to 15C are class diagrams showing, by 
way of example, the Structure of data illustrating the inher 
itance relationship between resources constituting the image 
processing apparatus in FIG. 1; 
0.072 FIG. 16 is a class diagram showing, by way of 
example, the Structure of data illustrating the aggregation 
relationship between resources handled by the image pro 
cessing apparatus in FIG. 1; 
0.073 FIG. 17 is a diagram showing a part of objects 
forming respective instances of a device object model; 
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0074 FIG. 18 is a diagram showing, by way of example, 
a parent-child hierarchical Structure of client-side objects 
provided as an operational environment of a Script by a 
JavaScript interpreter incorporated in an embedded Web 
browser; 
0075 FIG. 19 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
document acquired from a server by the Web browser; 

0076) 
FIG. 19; 

FIG. 20 is a continued part of the document in 

0077 FIG. 21 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
dynamically adapted document displayed on the Web 
browser; 
0078 FIG. 22 is a view showing, by way of example, 
another dynamically adapted document displayed on the 
Web browser; 

007.9 FIG. 23 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
Screen for an e-mail transmission function Started based on 
a URL dynamically generated by Script processing, 

0080 FIG. 24 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
document acquired from a server by a Web browser of an 
image processing apparatus to which is applied an embed 
ded device according to a Second embodiment of the present 
invention; 

0081) 
FIG. 24; 

0082 FIG. 26 is a continued part of the document in 
FIG. 25; 

0083 FIG. 27 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
dynamically adapted manual document displayed on the 
Web browser; 
0084 FIG. 28 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
document acquired from a server by a Web browser of an 
image processing apparatus to which is applied an embed 
ded device according to a third embodiment of the present 
invention; 

FIG. 25 is a continued part of the document in 

0085 FIG. 29 is a continued part of the document in 
FIG. 28; 
0086 FIG. 30 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
dynamically adapted device management document dis 
played on the Web browser; 
0087 FIG. 31 is a view showing an example of the 
device management document dynamically modified again 
after completion of display immediately after document 
acquisition and displayed on the Web browser; 
0088 FIG. 32 is a view showing another example of the 
device management document dynamically modified again 
after completion of display immediately after document 
acquisition and displayed on the Web browser; 
0089 FIG.33 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
document acquired from a server by a Web browser of an 
image processing apparatus to which is applied an embed 
ded device according to a fourth embodiment of the present 
invention; 

0090) 
FIG. 33; 

FIG. 34 is a continued part of the document in 
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0091 FIG. 35 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
dynamic device report document displayed on the Web 
browser; 
0092 FIG. 36 is a view showing, by way of example, 
another dynamically adapted document displayed on the 
Web browser; 
0.093 FIG. 37 is a diagram useful in explaining logical 
usage of a HDD; 
0094 FIG. 38 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
user interface for referring to and Setting an access right to 
a document resource instance as an example of a resource; 
0.095 FIG. 39 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
user interface for referring to and Setting an access right to 
a color copying function resource instance as another 
example of the resource; 
0.096 FIG. 40 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
user interface displaying the inheritance relationship 
between resources for referring to and Setting an access right 
to a color copying function resource class, 
0097 FIG. 41 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
user interface displaying the inheritance relationship 
between resources for referring to and Setting an access right 
to a copying function resource class, 
0.098 FIG. 42 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
user interface displaying the inheritance relationship 
between resources for referring to and setting an access right 
to a monochrome copying function resource class, 
0099 FIG. 43 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
user interface displaying the aggregation relationship 
between resources for referring to and Setting an access right 
to a printer unit resource class, 
0100 FIG. 44 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
user interface displaying the aggregation relationship 
between resources for referring to and Setting an access right 
to a discharge unit resource class, and 
0101 FIG. 45 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
Screen displaying an access right violation error. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

0102) The present invention will now be described in 
detail with reference to the drawings showing preferred 
embodiments thereof. 

0103 FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the whole 
arrangement of an image processing System including image 
processing apparatuses to which is applied an embedded 
device according to a first embodiment of the present 
invention. 

0104. The image processing System is comprised of an 
application service provider (ASP) site 153, a wide area 
network 152, and a user site 151. 
0105. The wide area network 152 is the Internet, for 
example. Alternatively, the wide area network 152 may be a 
virtual private network (VPN) or a dedicated private net 
work. 

0106) The ASP site 153 provides predetermined services 
for the user site 151 via the wide area network 152. 
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Examples of the services provided by the ASP site 153 
include provision, preparation, retrieval, Storage, authenti 
cation, and distribution, printing, publication, management, 
translation, and consignment of information. Further, the 
ASP site 153 provides services for completing formalities in 
government offices, Services for executing electronic com 
mercial transactions, and So forth. 

0107 The ASP site 153 includes a local area network 
(LAN) 154, and a server 155. 
0108). The LAN 154 is a network within the ASP site 153, 
via which are interconnected network devices within the 
ASP site 153. Further, the LAN 154 is connected to the wide 
area network 152 via a router, not shown, or the like. 

0109. On the server 155, a software process group for 
implementing services provided by the ASP operates. The 
Software proceSS group is comprised of the following Soft 
ware modules: a HTTP server which transmits a content e.g. 
in HTML format in response to a HTTP request (request 
based on HTTP) from a client, a group of Web applications 
implemented as a CGI program, a Servlet, and So forth, and 
executed by the HTTP server in response to a HTTP request 
to perform predetermined processing and a dynamically 
varying HTTP response, and a group of busineSS logics, Such 
as an electronic commercial transaction program, and a 
back-end database management System, for use in execution 
of the predetermined processing by the CGI program and the 
Servlet. 

0110. The user site 151 is comprised of a host computer 
101, a plurality of network apparatuses, Such as the image 
processing apparatuses 110, 120, and 130, and a LAN 100 
via which are interconnected the plurality of network appa 
ratuses. The LAN 100 of the user site 151 is connected to the 
wide area network 152 via a router, not shown, or the like. 
The router also functions as a so-called firewall. More 
Specifically, the router performs packet filtering and the like 
so as to protect the user site 151 from attacks from external 
networks. Further, the router can perform network address 
conversion and network port conversion for address man 
agement and the like. Communications between the user Site 
151 and the external networks are restricted by these func 
tions of the router. In short, only communications using 
Some specific protocols are allowed in many cases. For 
example, an outbound HTTP connection is a generally 
permitted communication, which is one of the reasons why 
provision of application Services based on a general Web 
based technique is effective. 
0111 Every one of the image processing apparatuses 110, 
120, and 130 corresponds to the embedded device of the 
present embodiment. However, Since the image processing 
apparatuses 110, 120, and 130 are the same in construction, 
the image processing apparatus 110 alone will be referred to 
as the embedded device of the present embodiment for 
convenience of description. 
0112 The image processing apparatus 110 is a MFP 
(Multi Function Peripheral) capable of inputting and out 
putting and transmitting and receiving images and perform 
ing various kinds of image processing. The image proceSS 
ing apparatuS 110 is comprised of a reader unit 113 as an 
image input device, a printer unit 114 as an image output 
device, a controller unit 111, and an operating unit 112 as a 
user interface. 
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0113. The reader unit 113, the printer unit 114, and the 
operating unit 112 are each connected to the controller unit 
111 to be controlled by commands from the controller unit 
111. The controller unit 111 is connected to network trans 
mission means, such as the LAN 100. 
0114. The other image processing apparatuses 120 and 
130 having the same apparatus configuration as the image 
processing apparatuS 110 are also connected to the LAN 
100. The image processing apparatus 120 is comprised of a 
reader unit 123, a printer unit 124, and an operating unit 122. 
The reader unit 123, the printer unit 124, and the operating 
unit 122 are connected to a controller unit 121 and controlled 
by the Same. Similarly, the image processing apparatus 130 
is comprised of a reader unit 133, a printer unit 134, and an 
operating unit 132, which are connected to a controller unit 
131 and controlled by the same. 
0115) A host computer 101 is connected to the network 
transmission means, Such as the LAN 100. The host com 
puter 101 is provided with a Web browser, as will be 
described in detail hereinafter, and displays the Status of 
each of the image processing apparatuses 110, 120, and 130 
based on a HTML file received therefrom. Further, the host 
computer 101 receives services from the server 155 through 
HTTP connection. 

0116 FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing the software 
configuration of the image processing apparatus 110. The 
other image processing apparatuses 120 and 130 are the 
same in Software configuration as the image processing 
apparatus 110. 

0117. A user interface (hereinafter abbreviated as “UI”) 
module 201 mediates between the apparatus and the user S 
operation for various operations and configuration or Setting 
of the image processing apparatus 110. This module 201 
transferS input information to various modules, described 
hereinafter, in response to user's operations So as to make 
requests for processing or for data Settings. 

0118. An address-book module 202 manages data deliv 
ery destinations, communication destinations, and So forth. 
Data can be added to, deleted from, or acquired from data 
managed by the address-book module 202, by an operation 
via the UI module 201. Further, the address-book module 
202 Supplies data delivery/communication destination infor 
mation to modules, referred to hereinbelow. 

0119) A Web server module 203 provides information 
described e.g. in HTML, in response to a request from a Web 
client (e.g. from the host computer 101), using HTTP. 
0120 A universal send module 204 controls data distri 
bution. The module 204 distributes data designated by the 
user via the UI module 201 to a similarly designated 
communication (output) destination. Further, when the user 
instructs data for distribution to be generated using the 
Scanner function of the image processing apparatus 110, the 
universal send module 204 causes a control API module 218, 
referred to hereinafter, to operate the image processing 
apparatus 110 to generate the data. 

0121 A P550 module 205 is executed in the universal 
Send module 204 when a printer is designated as an output 
destination. An E-mail module 206 is executed in the 
universal send module 204 when an E-mail address is 
designated as a communication destination. A database (DB) 
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module 207 is executed in the universal send module 204 
when a database is designated as an output destination. ADP 
module 208 is executed in the universal send module 204 
when an image processing apparatus Similar to the image 
processing apparatus 110 is designated as an output desti 
nation. 

0122) A remote copy scan module 209 reads image 
information using the Scanner function of the image pro 
cessing apparatus 110 and outputs the read image informa 
tion to another image processing apparatus connected to the 
image processing apparatus 110 via the network or the like, 
to thereby perform the copy function realized singly by the 
image processing apparatus 110, using the other image 
processing apparatus. 
0123. A remote copy print module 210 prints out image 
information acquired by another image processing apparatus 
connected to the image processing apparatus 110 via the 
network or the like, using the printer function of the image 
processing apparatus 110 to thereby perform the copy func 
tion realized singly by the image processing apparatus 110, 
using the other image processing apparatus. 
0.124. A Web browser module 211 is for reading infor 
mation from various kinds of Web sites (homepages) on the 
Internet or an intranet and displays the information. The 
configuration of the Web browser will be described in detail 
hereinafter. 

0.125 AHTTP module 212 is used by the image process 
ing apparatus 110 in performing HTTP communication. The 
HTTP module 212 provides communication functions for 
the Web server module 203 and the Web browser module 
211 using a TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet 
Protocol) communication module 216, referred to hereinaf 
ter. The module 212 is compatible with various protocols, 
including HTTP, used on the Web, and also provides com 
munication functions, particularly using Security protocols. 
0.126 A LPR module 213 provides a communication 
function for the printer module 205 within the universal send 
module 204, using the TCP/IP communication module 216. 
0127. An SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) module 
214 provides a communication function for the E-mail 
module 206 within the universal send module 204, using the 
TCP/IP communication module 216. 

0128 ASLM (Salutation Manager) module 215 provides 
a communication function for the database module 207 and 
the DP module 208 within the universal send module 204, 
the remote copy Scan module 209, and the remote copy print 
module 210, using the TCP/IP communication module 216. 
0129. The TCP/IP communication module 216 provides a 
network communication function for each of the above 
described modules using a network driver 217, described 
below. 

0.130. The network driver 217 controls system parts 
physically connected to the network. 
0131) The control API module 218 provides interface 
with downstream modules including a job manager module 
219, described below, for the universal send module 204 and 
other upstream modules. The control API module 218 thus 
Serves to reduce dependence between the upstream modules 
and the downstream modules, thereby enhancing versatility 
of each of the modules. 
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0132) The job manager module 219 interprets various 
kinds of processing designated by the above described 
modules via the control API module 218, and gives instruc 
tions to modules 220, 224, and 226, referred to hereinafter. 
Further, the job manager module 219 performs centralized 
control of processing carried out by hardware of the image 
processing apparatuS 110. 

0133) The CODEC manager module 220 controls various 
types of data compression and expansion during processing 
designated by the job manager module 219. 
0134. An encoder module 221 compresses data scanned 
in Scan processing carried out by the job manager module 
219 or the Scan manager 224, described hereinafter, using a 
predetermined encoding method. 
0135) A JPEG (Joint Photographic Expert Group) codec 
module 222 is used to JPEG-compress data Scanned in Scan 
processing carried out by the job manager module 219 or the 
Scan manager 224 or to expand JPEG-compressed print data 
in print processing carried out by the print manager module 
226. 

0136. A MMR (Modified Modified READ) codec mod 
ule 223 is used to MMR-compress data scanned in scan 
processing carried out by the job manager module 219 or the 
Scan manager 224 or to expand MMR-compressed print data 
in print processing carried out by the print manager module 
226. 

0137 An IEI CODEC module 229 is used to decode 
information embedded in data Scanned in Scan processing 
carried out by the job manager module 219 or the scan 
manager 224, or to embed information in print image data in 
print processing carried out by the print manager module 
226. Information is embedded in image data using an 
encoding technique, Such as bar code and digital watermark 
ing. The IEI CODEC module 229 also supports character 
recognition in which characters in an image of image data 
are recognized by image area Separation and an OCR 
(Optical Character Reader) technique and converted into 
text data, as a kind of decoding technique. Further, conver 
Sion of text data into image data and overlaying of the image 
data obtained by the conversion and original image data, 
which are performed using a raster image processor, is 
Supported as a kind of encoding technique (information 
embedding technique). 
0.138. The scan manager module 224 controls scan pro 
cessing designated by the job manager module 219. 

0139 ASCSI (Small Computer System Interface) driver 
225 provides communication interface between the Scan 
manager module 224 and the reader unit 113 internally 
connected to the image processing apparatus 110. 
0140. The print manager module 226 controls print pro 
cessing designated by the job manager module 219. 

0141 An engine interface module 227 provides interface 
between the print manager module 226 and the printer unit 
114. 

0142. A parallel port driver 228 provides interface when 
a data print function, Such as a reference print function of the 
Web server module 203 or a Web pullprint function of the 
Web browser module 211, outputs data to an output device, 
not shown, via a parallel port. 
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0.143 FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing details of the 
hardware configuration of the image processing apparatus 
110. 

0144. The controller unit 111 is connected to the reader 
unit 113 as an image input device and the printer unit 114 as 
an image output device as well as to the LAN and the public 
communication line (WAN) So as to input and output image 
information and device information. 

0145 ACPU 301 is a controller that controls the overall 
operation of the image processing apparatus 110. 
0146 ARAM302 is a system work memory used for the 
CPU 301 to operate. The RAM. 302 also functions as an 
image memory for temporarily Storing image data. 

0147 A ROM 303 is a boot ROM, and stores a boot 
program for the System. 

0.148 AHDD 304 is a hard disk drive, and stores system 
Software and image data. 
0149 An operating unit I/F 306 provides interface with 
the operating unit (UI) 112, and outputs to the operating unit 
112 image data to be displayed on a display, not shown, of 
the same. The operating unit I/F 306 also plays the role of 
transferring data input by the user via the operating unit 112 
to the CPU 301. 

0150. A network I/F308 provides interface with the LAN 
100, and inputs/outputs information via the LAN 100. 
0151. A modem 309 provides interface with the public 
communication line, and inputs/outputs information via the 
public communication line. 
0152 The above described devices 301 to 306, 308, and 
309 are arranged on a system bus 307. 
0153. An image bus I/F 305 is a bus bridge that connects 
between the system bus 307 and an image bus 310 for 
high-speed transmission of image data, and at the same time 
converts the data Structure of the image data. 
0154) The image bus 310 is implemented by a PCI 
(Peripheral Component Interconnect) bus or an IEEE 1394 
bus. 

O155 On the image bus 310, there are arranged devices 
311 to 316 described below. 

0156 Araster image processor (RIP) 311 expands a PDL 
(Page Description Language) code received from the net 
work into a bitmap image. The RIP311 not only processes 
the PDL code, but also carries out processing for direct 
printing in which PDF (Portable Document Format) data or 
application data Specific to each application is expanded into 
a bitmap image. 

0157. A device I/F unit 312 connects between the con 
troller unit 111 and the reader unit 113 as an input device and 
the printer unit 114 as an output device to perform Synchro 
nous-to-asynchronous or asynchronous-to-Synchronous 
conversion of image data. 
0158. A scanner image processing section 313 corrects, 
processes, and edits input image data. 
0159. A printer image processing section 314 performs 
correction, resolution conversion, etc. of image data to be 
printed out. 
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0160 An image rotation unit 315 rotates image data. 
0.161 An image compression unit 316 compresses or 
expands multi-valued image data using a JPEG format, and 
binary image data using a JBIG (Joint Bi-level Image 
experts Group), MMR or MH (Modified Huffman) format. 
0162 FIG. 4 is a view showing the appearance of the 
image processing apparatus 110. 

0163 The reader unit 113 as an image input device 
illuminates an image on a sheet as an original and Scans the 
image by a CCD line Sensor, not shown, to thereby generate 
raster image data. 
0164. When the user sets original sheets on a tray 406 of 
an original feeder 405 and operates the operating unit 112 to 
instruct the image processing apparatus 110 to read an 
original image, the CPU 301 in FIG.3 gives the instruction 
to the reader unit 113. In response to this instruction, a feeder 
405 feeds the original sheets one by one, and the reader unit 
113 Sequentially reads original images. 
0.165. The printer unit 114 as an image output device 
prints out raster image data on a sheet. Examples of the 
printing method include the electrophotographic printing 
method using a photoSensitive drum or a photoSensitive belt, 
and the inkjet printing method in which an image is directly 
printed on a sheet by jetting ink onto the sheet from an array 
of Small nozzles, and any Suitable printing method may be 
employed. A printing operation is carried out in response to 
an instruction from the CPU 308. 

0166 The printer unit 114 is provided with a plurality of 
sheet feed Stages Such that a desired sheet Size or a desired 
sheet orientation can be selected and sheet cassettes 401, 
402, and 403 associated with the respective sheet feed 
Stages. A discharge tray 404 receives printed sheets. 
0167 FIG. 5 is a view showing details of the appearance 
of the operating unit 112. 
0168 ALCD display unit 501 is provided with a LCD 
502 having a touch panel sheet affixed thereon, and displays 
a System operating Screen and keys realized by Software 
(hereinafter referred to as “software keys”). When a soft 
ware key displayed on the LCD 502 is pressed, the LCD 
display unit 501 transmits position information indicative of 
the pressed position to the CPU 301. 
0169. A start key 505 is used e.g. for starting an operation 
of reading an original image. In the center of the Start key 
505, there is provided an LED indicator 506 formed by two 
LEDS which emit a green light and a red light, to indicate 
whether or not the function of the start key 505 is available. 
0170 A stop key 503 is operated to stop a current 
operation of the System. 

0171 An ID key 507 is used to enter a user ID. 
0172 A reset key 504 is used to initialize settings con 
figured by inputs via the operating unit 112. 
0173 FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing details of the 
functional configuration of the operating unit 112. 
0.174 As described hereinabove, the operating unit 112 is 
connected to the system bus 307 via the operating unit I/F 
306, and the CPU 301, the RAM302, the ROM 303, and the 
HDD 304 are connected to the system bus 307. The CPU 
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301 performs centralized control of access to the various 
devices connected to the system bus 307, based on control 
programs stored in the ROM 303 and the HDD 304. Further, 
the CPU 301 reads input information from the reader unit 
113 connected thereto via the device I/F312, and outputs an 
image Signal as output information to the printer unit 114 
connected to the CPU 301 via the device I/F312. The RAM 
302 is the main memory of the CPU 301, and functions as 
a work area or the like for the CPU 301. 

0.175. A user input from the touch panel 502 or the key 
503, 504,505 or 507 realized by hardware is transmitted to 
the CPU 301 via an input port 601. The CPU 301 generates 
display Screen data based on user inputs and control pro 
grams, and outputs the generated display Screen data to the 
LCD display unit 501 via an output port 602 that is used to 
control a screen output device. Further, the CPU 301 con 
trols the LED indicator 506 as required. 
0176 FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an example of 
network configuration, which is useful in explaining the 
operation of an application embedded in the image proceSS 
ing apparatus 110. 

0177. In FIG. 7, reference numeral 4300 designates a 
multi-function machine on a receiver side (printing side) in 
remote copying. Reference numeral 4350 designates a 
printer apparatus, Such as a laser beam printer (LBP), for 
receiving and printing image data distributed from the 
universal send module 204 by broadcast distribution. Ref 
erence numeral 4400 designates a device on a receiver Side 
(printing side) in remote printing. Reference numeral 4450 
designates a groupware Server for receiving and Storing 
image data distributed by broadcast distribution. Reference 
numerals 4500 and 4600 designate image database servers 
for receiving and Storing binary image data distributed by 
broadcast distribution. Reference numeral 4550 designates a 
mail Server for receiving and Storing an e-mail distributed by 
broadcast distribution. Reference numeral 4650 designates a 
Web server having an information content. Reference 
numeral 4700 designates a Web browser for accessing a Web 
server or the like. 

0178. The UI module 201 was described in detailed 
hereinabove, and hence a description will now be given of 
the address-book module 202. 

0179 The address-book module 202 is stored in a non 
Volatile memory, Such as a battery-backed up memory or a 
hard disk, within the image processing apparatus 110, and 
the features of apparatuses connected to the network are 
written in the address-book module 202. More specifically, 
the address-book module 202 contains pieces of information 
listed as follows: 

0180 (1) the formal name and alias name of each appa 
ratuS 

0181 (2) the network address of each apparatus 
0182 (3) network protocols compatible with each appa 
ratuS 

0183 (4) document formats compatible with each appa 
ratuS 

0184 (5) compression types compatible with each appa 
ratuS 
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0185 (6) image resolutions compatible with each appa 
ratuS 

0186 (7) information on sizes of feedable sheets and 
sheet feed Stages for printer apparatuses 

0187 (8) the names of folders which can store docu 
ments, for Server apparatuses 
0188 Each of applications described below is capable of 
discriminating the features of a distribution destination 
based on information written in the address-book module 
202. The address-book module 202 is editable, and pieces of 
information Stored e.g. in Servers within the network are 
downloaded and used by the address-book module 202. 
Alternatively, the pieces of information Stored in the Servers 
can be directly referred to. 
0189 A remote copy application executed by the remote 
copy Scan module 209 converts binary image data read by a 
scanner into a MMR-compressed and TIFF (Tagged Image 
File Format) formatted file, based on information on a 
resolution compatible with an apparatus designated as a 
distribution destination, which can be recognized from the 
address-book module 202, followed by transmitting the file 
e.g. to the multi-function machine 4300 on the network via 
the SLM module 215. 

0190. Differently from the remote copy application, a 
broadcast distribution application executed by the universal 
Send module 204 is capable of transmitting image data given 
by one-time image Scanning to a plurality of distribution 
destinations. Further, the distribution destinations are not 
limited to printer apparatuses, but the image data can be 
directly distributed e.g. to Servers. In the following, a 
description will be given on a destination-by-destination 
basis. 

0191) When it is determined from the address-book mod 
ule 202 that a network printer protocol used by destination 
apparatuses is LPD (Line Printer Daemon) and the appara 
tuses are capable of processing the known print description 
language (PDL), an image is read according to an image 
resolution of the apparatus Similarly recognizable from the 
address book 202, compressed by the encoder module 221, 
converted into PDL data, and then transmitted by the LPR 
module 213 to each destination apparatus, Such as the printer 
apparatus 4350. 
0.192 When the destination apparatuses can perform 
communication through a SLM and are servers, the address 
of each Server and the designated folder in the Server are 
recognized from the address-book module 202, and then, as 
in the remote copy application, binary image data read by 
the scanner can be MMR-compressed and converted into a 
TIFF file, and then be stored in the designated folder in the 
server, Such as the server 4550 or 4500, on the network via 
the SLM module 215. Further, when it is determined that 
destination Servers are capable of processing a JPEG-com 
pressed multi-valued image, image data read by the Scanner 
can be JPEG-compressed and converted into a JFIF (JPEG 
File Interchange Format) file, and then be stored in a specific 
folder in each server, Such as the server 4600, on the network 
via the SLM module 215. 

0193 When a destination apparatus is an E-mail server, 
mail addresses written in the address-book module 202 are 
recognized, binary image data read by the Scanner is MMR 
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compressed and converted into a TIFF file, and then trans 
mitted to the E-mail server, Such as the E-mail server 4.550, 
on the network via the SMTP module 214. Thereafter, data 
distribution is performed by the E-mail server 4550. 
0.194. A Web-pullprint application executed by the Web 
browser module 211 prints Web site information e.g. of the 
Web Server 4650. 

0195) A Web server application executed by the Web 
server module 203 Supplies information described e.g. in 
HTML to the Web browser 4700, etc. via the HTTP module 
212. The Web server application not only generates static 
information, such as a HTML document, but also dynami 
cally generates a document reflecting apparatus manage 
ment information and provides e.g. the Web browser 4700 
with the document. The management information is 
acquired via the universal Send module 204, the remote copy 
scan module 209, the remote copy print module 210, and the 
control API module 218, and sent to the Web clients via the 
HTTP module 212, the TCP/IP communication module 216, 
and the network driver 217. Further, the Web server module 
203 also provides the reference print function for the Web 
clients. In reference printing, a Web client transmits URL 
information to the Web server module 203, as a content of 
a HTTP POST request (or by embedding the information in 
a portion of a path defined in a HTTP GET request). The 
Web server module 203 receives the URL information and 
acquires data from a Site indicated by the received URL 
information, using HTTP. Then, the Web server module 203 
passes the acquired data to the control API module 218 
without processing the Same, whereby printing of the data is 
performed. When data described in various PDLS and the 
like and printable by a printer are Stored in Sites allowing 
data acquisition using HTTP, a client has only to designate 
a URL associated with each of the sites for a Web server to 
achieve desired printing (i.e. Simply by sending data refer 
ences in place of data entities). The printer can be equipped 
with a direct print function for directly printing PDF data or 
application data, So that it is possible to efficiently print 
various kinds of data stored in the Web servers on the 
network in a Scattered manner. 

0.196 FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing the software 
configuration of the Web browser module 211. 
0197) A protocol processing section 801 establishes con 
nection to an external network node via the HTTP module 
212 for communication. More Specifically, the protocol 
processing section 801 issues a HTTP request to a resource 
described by a URL, and obtains a response to the request. 
In this process, encoding/decoding of communication data is 
also performed according to Selected one or more of various 
coding formats. When text data having a Structure described 
in a markup language, Such as HTML, and data to be 
embedded in the Structure, Such as images, a Script, and a 
Style, are acquired, the protocol processing Section 801 
passes these data to a content parser 802. On the other hand, 
when a content in text data format, in which an entire page 
does not have an image data format or a structure, has been 
acquired, the protocol processing Section 801 passes the data 
to a renderer 808. In response to this, the renderer 808 
performs rendering and causes the UI module 201 to display 
the result of the rendering. 
0198 Further, when data in a format that cannot be 
processed by the Web browser module 211 has been 
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acquired, the protocol processing Section 801 determines 
that the data is to be Subjected to alternative processing, 
described hereinafter, and passes the data to the control API 
module 218. 

0199 The content parser 802 receives content data 
expressed in an expression format, such as HTML, XML 
(Extensible Markup Language), or XHML (Extensible 
Hypertext Markup Language), performs word/phrase analy 
sis and Syntax analysis, and generates a parse tree. 
0200 ADOM constructing section 803 receives the parse 
tree and constructs a DOM corresponding to the Structure of 
the content data. The conventional HTML allows various 
grammatical omissions and diverse variations. Moreover, 
contents presented in the actual world are often not properly 
formatted. To solve the problems, the DOM constructing 
Section 803 inferS a proper logical Structure which gram 
matically improper content data should have, and attempts 
to construct a proper DOM. 
0201 ADOM processing section 804 holds and manages 
the DOM constructed by the DOM constructing section 803, 
in a memory, as a tree Structure expressing the nested 
relationship of object groups. The Web browser module 211 
carries out various processes based on this DOM. 
0202) A layout engine 807 recursively determines a dis 
play presentation of each object according to the tree Struc 
ture of the object group held by the DOM processing section 
804, whereby the layout of an entire document is eventually 
obtained. The display presentation of each object can be 
explicitly Specified in the form of a style sheet, Such as a 
CSS (Cascading Style Sheet), by a description embedded in 
the document or a description in another file linked to the 
document. 

0203) A style sheet parser 806 analyzes the style sheet 
related to the content document. 

0204. The layout engine 807 determines the layout of the 
document Such that the layout reflects results of the analysis 
of the style sheet performed by the style sheet parser 806. 
0205 The renderer 808 generates GUI (Graphical User 
Interface) data to be displayed on the LCD display unit 501, 
in accordance with the document layout determined by the 
layout engine 807. The generated GUI data is displayed on 
the LCD display unit 501 by the UI module 201. 
0206. An event processing section 809 events inputted by 
the user's operations on the touch panel 502 or keys of the 
operating unit 112, and carries out processing in accordance 
with the events. The event processing section 809 also 
receives Status transition events of apparatuses and jobs 
from the control API module 218 and carries out processing 
in accordance with each of the events. 

0207. In the tree structure of the DOM managed by the 
DOM processing section 804, there are registered event 
handlers that handle the respective events, on an object 
class-by-object class basis and on an object instance-by 
object instance basis. 

0208. In accordance with an event that has occurred, the 
event processing section 809 determines an object which 
should handle the event, from the object group managed by 
the DOM processing section 804, and transmits the event to 
the object. The object having received the event executes 
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various processes according to the algorithm of an event 
handler corresponding to the event. Processing executed by 
the event handlers include updating of the DOM held by the 
DOM processing section 804, issuing of a redrawing com 
mand to the layout engine 807, issuing of a HTTP request 
issuing command to the protocol processing Section 801, 
and control of the functions of an image processing appa 
ratus by calling the control API module 218. 
0209. A script interpreter 805 interprets and executes a 
script written e.g. in JavaScript or ECMAScript. The script 
is embedded in a document, or described in another file 
linked to the document, for manipulation of the DOM or the 
like. A content provider can use the Script to program the 
dynamic behavior of a document to be provided. 
0210 FIG. 9 is a view showing, by way of example, the 
layout of a screen of a Web browser, which is displayed on 
the LCD display unit 501. 

0211) A tab 901 shown in FIG. 9 is used for screen 
Switching between the Web browser function and the other 
functions (copying, boxing, transmission, and expansion 
functions). 
0212 AURL entry field 902 is used by the user to enter 
a URL of a desired resource. When the user designates this 
field, a virtual full keyboard, not shown, for entering char 
acters is displayed. The user can enter a desired character 
String using Software keys arranged on the virtual full 
keyboard in a manner imitating key tops. 

0213. An OK button 903 is a software key used for 
determining an entered URL character string. When the 
URL is determined, the Web browser module 211 issues a 
HTTP request for acquisition of the resource. 

0214) A progress bar 904 indicates the progress of con 
tent acquisition processing executed in response to the 
HTTP request. 

0215. A content display area 905 displays the acquired 
CSOUCC. 

0216 A return button 906 is a software key for redis 
playing a content displayed before the currently displayed 
one when going back to contents displayed in the past 
according to the history of display thereof. 

0217. An advance button 907 is a software key for 
advancing the displayed content to a content displayed after 
the currently displayed one when going back to contents 
displayed in the past according to the history of display 
thereof. 

0218. A reload button 908 is a software key for reacquir 
ing and redisplaying the currently displayed content. 

0219. A stop button 909 is a software key for stopping 
content acquisition processing being currently executed. 

0220 A status area 910 displays messages from the 
functions of the image processing apparatus 110. Even when 
a Web browser Screen is being currently displayed, a mes 
sage sent from the reader unit 113, the printer unit 114, or 
Some other function, for attracting the attention of the user 
can be displayed in the Status area 910. Similarly, messages 
from the Web browser function are displayed in the status 
area 910. The Web browser function displays a URL char 
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acter String of a link destination, a title character String 
asSociated with a content, or a message designated by a 
script, in the status area 910. 
0221 FIG. 10 is a sequence diagram showing, by way of 
example, a flow of request and response processing using the 
HTTP 

0222. A client 1001 is software that transmits HTTP 
requests and receives HTTP responses. The client 1001 
corresponds to a Web browser built in the image processing 
apparatus 110, a general Web browser operating on a PC 
(Personal Computer), a PDA (Personal Digital Assistant), a 
cellular phone or the like, or each of various Software 
programs for accessing a Web Server by the same method as 
used by the Web browser, and utilizing or relaying Services. 

0223) A server 1002 is software that receives a HTTP 
request, carries out processing in response to the HTTP 
request, and then sends a HTTP response. The server 1002 
corresponds to each of HTTP servers including the software 
operating on the server 155. 

0224). In a HTTP request 1003, the client 1001 transmits 
a GET request for a desired resource to the server 1002. In 
general, a resource is designated in URI (Uniform Resource 
Identifier) (particularly, URL) format. The server 1002 
acquires or generates data associated with the resource 
designated in the GET request, and sends the data as a HTTP 
response 1004. When the designated resource is associated 
with a static file, the server 1002 reads the file from a file 
system of the server 155, to acquire data thereof. On the 
other hand, when the designated resource is associated with 
processing executed by a CGI program or a Servlet, the 
server 1002 performs the processing. That is, server-side 
processing is executed. The Server-Side processing is 
executed to generate a response to a request, and during the 
execution of the Server-side processing, a side effect, Such as 
execution of busineSS logic needed to achieve a predeter 
mined Service, or access to a back-end database management 
system, can be provided. Then, the server 1002 sends data 
generated through the Server-side processing. For example, 
when a resource for displaying a catalog of consumables 
used by the image processing apparatus 110 is designated, 
Software for electronic commerce is executed, and pieces of 
information obtained by referring to records including latest 
price information and Stock Status information of sheets, 
toners, and component parts are formatted in HTML or 
XML to thereby generate catalog document data. 

0225. When the data obtained from the HTTP response 
1004 is formatted such that the data can be displayed, the 
client 1001 displays the content of the data. If the obtained 
data is a HTML document, for example, with reference 
information (Such as an image, an embedded object, the URI 
of an acquisition source of the HTML document, and so 
forth) of other resources embedded therein, the Web browser 
repeats transmission of a HTTP request a number of times 
required for acquisition of the other resources for reference. 
When obtained data is a document formatted e.g. in HTML, 
the Web browser can repeatedly acquire and display new 
resources one after another simply by the user Selecting an 
anchor, Such as a hypertext in a page displayed on a Web 
browser, in which link information is embedded. 

0226 A HTTP request 1005 is a POST request. If a 
HTML document contains a form element (FORM), and 
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POST is designated as a method thereof, a POST request for 
a designated resource is transmitted when the user Submits 
the form element. In the POST request, data is transmitted 
from the client 1001 to the server 1002 (transmission of data 
from the server 1002 to the client 1001 is also performed as 
a response). Information input by the user is encoded in the 
form element (FORM) displayed on the Web browser, and 
sent to the server 1002 as a POST request. The designated 
resource in the server 1002 receives the data sent from the 
client 1001, and performs processing. Then, the designated 
resource generates a HTTP response 1006, and sends the 
same to the client 1001. 

0227. The client 1001 can show its own identity to the 
server 1002 by the User-Agent attribute of the protocol 
header contained in a message transmitted as a HTTP 
request from the client 1001 to the server 1002. As the value 
of the User-Agent header, there is entered a specific char 
acter String indicative of implementation of the embedded 
Web browser. 

0228. The data type of data sent from the server 1001 to 
the client 1002 as a HTTP response is described by the 
Content-Type attribute of the protocol header of the HTTP 
response. More Specifically, in the Content-Type, a descrip 
tor of the data type is described e.g. when a HTML docu 
ment is transmitted in the HTTP response, as: 
0229 Content-Type: text/html; charset=Shift JIS, and 
when a PDF document is transmitted in the HTTP response, 
S. 

0230 Content-Type: application/pdf 
0231 FIG. 11 is a diagram showing, by way of example, 
the flow of the Server-side processing and client-Side pro 
cessing. 

0232. In the HTTP request 1003, the client 1001 trans 
mits a GET request for a desired resource to the server 1002. 
In general, a resource is designated in URI (particularly, 
URL) format. The server 1002 acquires or generates data 
corresponding to the resource designated in the GET 
request, and sends the data as a HTTP response 1004. When 
the data obtained from the HTTP response 1004 is in a 
displayable format, the client 1001 displays the content of 
the data. If the obtained data is a HTML document or the 
like, the Web browser constructs a DOM by the DOM 
constructing section 803 while interpreting the document. 
When a script written e.g. in JavaScript is embedded in the 
document, the embedded Script is loaded into an associated 
Script interpreter, and then the client-side processing is 
executed. In the client-side processing, it is possible to carry 
out different processing depending on the content of the 
embedded Script. For example, it is possible to perform 
dynamic document manipulation, Such as insertion of data 
generated by the Script into a document being analyzed. 
When an event handler corresponding to an onload event in 
a document is loaded and registered in a Script interpreter, a 
code of the event handler is executed in timing in which all 
resources constituting the document are acquired and ana 
lyzed. The execution of the code also makes it possible to 
manipulate the document. 
0233. Further, when a user input means, such as the touch 
panel, is operated to generate an event in a document or a 
document element, or when an event, Such as the time-up of 
a timer monitored by a Script interpreter, has occurred, if the 
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Script interpreter contains a code of a Script loaded and 
registered as an event handler, the Script code is executed. 

0234. In the client-side processing which is executed by 
the script interpreter on the client 1001, it is not necessarily 
required to transmit user input to the server 1002, as is 
distinct from the Server-Side processing. If processing that 
can be achieved by Simple computing is executed on the 
client Side, communication time for transmitting a request to 
and receiving a response from the server 1002 can be saved, 
which makes it possible to reduce turnaround time. Further, 
since processing is shared by the clients 1001, it is possible 
to avoid concentration of load on the computing resource of 
the server 1002. In particular, since it is possible to dispense 
with interactive communication with the server 1002 for 
realizing the processing, information the privacy of which 
the user of an apparatus wants to maintain can be processed 
while being Saved in the apparatus without being delivered 
to the server 1002. 

0235 Actually, the client-side processing and the server 
Side processing are often combined appropriately to imple 
ment Services. 

0236 FIG. 12 is a diagram showing, by way of example, 
the Structure of data for managing the user account of each 
user using the image processing apparatuS 110. In the user 
account information table, each row corresponds to an 
individual user who is allowed to use the apparatus. 

0237. In FIG. 12, each of user names “system” and 
"guest' indicates a virtual user's name internally used in the 
image processing apparatus 110, and the other user names 
correspond to respective real individual users that actually 
use the image processing apparatus 110. 

0238. The user name “system” is used for identifying a 
resource whose owner is an apparatus System. The user 
name "guest' is used for representing an unauthenticated 
user when the image processing apparatus 110 is operated 
Such that Some resources are available without user authen 
tication. Each column is defined as follows: 

0239). A user name column contains identifiers for iden 
tifying respective users. In FIG. 12, each user name is 
represented by a character String, but internally, it may be 
represented e.g. by a numerical value corresponding to an 
asSociated individual user. 

0240 A primary group column contains identifiers for 
identifying respective default groups to which the users 
belong. Each user is allowed to belong not only to a default 
group, but also to other groups. The groups will be described 
hereinafter. 

0241 A password column contains passwords for use in 
authenticating the respective users by what-you-know type 
user authentication. When the function of a Smart card is 
used for user authentication, it is not necessary to use 
information in this column. Further, the present column may 
be used for containing PINs (Personal Identification Num 
bers) to be used together with respective Smart cards. 

0242 An e-mail address column contains e-mail 
addresses of the respective users. 

0243 An extension number column contains extension 
telephone numbers of the respective users. 
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0244. A variety of columns other than the above-men 
tioned columns may be added for registering user-by-user 
information. For example, by additionally providing col 
umns for registering user full names, default functions, 
default in-box folders, optional Settings, and So forth, Such 
pieces of information can be Stored as Specific information 
on a user-by-user basis. 
0245 FIG. 13 is a diagram showing, by way of example, 
the Structure of data for managing user groups that use the 
image processing apparatus 110. In FIG. 13, each row 
corresponds to a group to which a user or users can belong. 
0246 A group is an object representative of a set of users. 
Various Sets, Such as departments, posts, roles, and So forth 
of an organization, can be defined as respective groups. An 
individual user can belong to a plurality of groups Simulta 
neously. 
0247 A group name column contains identifiers for iden 
tifying respective groups. In FIG. 13, each group name is 
represented by a character String, but internally, it may be 
represented e.g. by a numerical value associated with the 
grOup. 

0248. A member list column contains a list defining users 
belonging to the associated groups. In the present embodi 
ment, the group name "System” represents a virtual group 
used as a primary group of the user System. A group name 
"guest' corresponds to a guest user allowed to use the 
apparatus without user authentication. A group name 
“admin” represents an administrator group that administers 
the apparatus. A group name “user' represents a group of all 
users having user accounts for the apparatus. Group names 
“rd' and “Sales' represent respective groups associated with 
departments of the organization. A group name "manager' 
represents a group associated with posts of the organization. 
A group name “operator” represents a group corresponding 
to a role for executing expert operations, Such as data backup 
in the apparatus, which is Second to that of the administer. 
0249 FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram showing, by way 
of example, the Structure of data of a resource class, in which 
various resources constituting the image processing appa 
ratus 110 are expressed in an abstracted manner. 
0250) The resource class is one of classes corresponding 
to designs for respective objects constituting a device object 
model. Each of the objects (and object classes as designs for 
the respective objects) of the device object has several 
internal features. The features include attributes (also 
referred to as properties, data members, or variables) hold 
ing data and references to other objects, and operations (also 
referred to as methods or member functions). 
0251 The objects and object classes of the device object 
model are bound to Script languages Supported by the Script 
interpreter, Such that the objects and object classes can be 
used based on the Syntax and Semantics of each of the Script 
languages. In JavaScript, the objects of the device object 
model are associated with an object type of JavaScript. The 
object classes of the device object model are associated with 
classes defined by JavaScript. Similarly to many other script 
languages, JavaScript is not a "strongly typed” language, 
and hence it has no concept of a class defined by Java or 
C++. In JavaScript, however, each object corresponding to 
a class is defined, and a constructor of an object and the 
prototype object are used to Substantially realize numerous 
concepts of the class. 
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0252) The resource class 1901 is a Superclass of classes 
corresponding to all the resources to be handled by the 
image processing apparatus 110. The resource class 1901 
can hold a plurality of instance attributes and class attributes. 
0253) Owner ID is an instance attribute which holds an 
identifier of a user that owns the resource. 

0254 Group ID is an instance attribute which holds an 
identifier of a group that owns the resource. 
0255 Read Permission to Owner is an instance attribute, 
which indicates whether or not the user identified by Owner 
ID is authorized to read from the resource. The present 
attribute can assume one of values “permitted”, “not per 
mitted', and “not set'. 

0256 Write Permission to Owner is an instance attribute, 
which indicates whether or not the user identified by Owner 
ID is authorized to write in the resource. The present 
attribute can assume one of values “permitted”, “not per 
mitted', and “not set'. 

0257 Execution Permission to Owner is an instance 
attribute which indicates whether or not the user identified 
by Owner ID is authorized to execute the resource. The 
present attribute can assume one of values "permitted”, “not 
permitted”, and “not set'. 
0258 Read Permission to Group is an instance attribute 
which indicates whether or not a group identified by Group 
ID is authorized to read from the resource. The present 
attribute can assume one of values “permitted”, “not per 
mitted', and “not set'. 

0259 Write Permission to Group is an instance attribute, 
which indicates whether or not the group identified by 
Group ID is authorized to write in the resource. The present 
attribute can assume one of values “permitted”, “not per 
mitted', and “not set'. 

0260 Execution Permission to Group is an instance 
attribute which indicates whether or not the group identified 
by Group ID is authorized to execute the resource. The 
present attribute can assume one of values "permitted”, “not 
permitted”, and “not set'. 

0261 Read Permission to Another Person is an instance 
attribute, which indicates whether or not a user who is 
neither identified by User ID nor belongs to a group iden 
tified by Group ID is authorized to read from the resource. 
The present attribute can assume one of values "permitted', 
“not permitted”, and “not set'. 

0262 Write Permission to Other Person is an instance 
attribute which indicates whether or not the user who is 
neither identified by User ID nor belongs to the group 
identified by Group ID is authorized to write in the resource. 
The present attribute can assume one of values "permitted', 
“not permitted”, and “not set'. 

0263 Execution Permission to Another Person is an 
instance attribute which indicates whether or not the user 
who is neither identified by User ID nor belongs to the group 
identified by Group ID is authorized to execute the resource. 
The present attribute can assume one of values "permitted', 
“not permitted”, and “not set'. 
0264. Default Owner ID is a class attribute which holds 
an identifier of a default user that owns the resource. 
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0265 Default Group ID is a class attribute which holds 
an identifier of a default group that owns the resource. 
0266 Default Read Permission to Owner is a class 
attribute which indicates whether or not the user identified 
by Owner ID is authorized to read from the resource. The 
present attribute can assume one of values "permitted”, “not 
permitted”, and “not set'. 

0267 Default Write Permission to Owner is a class 
attribute, which indicates whether or not the user identified 
by Owner ID is authorized to write in the resource. The 
present attribute can assume one of values "permitted”, “not 
permitted”, and “not set'. 

0268 Default Execution Permission to Owner is a class 
attribute which indicates whether or not the user identified 
by Owner ID is authorized to execute the resource. The 
present attribute can assume one of values "permitted”, “not 
permitted”, and “not set'. 
0269 Default Read Permission to Group is a class 
attribute which indicates whether or not a user belonging to 
a group identified by Group ID is authorized to read from the 
resource. The present attribute can assume one of values 
“permitted”, “not permitted”, and “not set'. 

0270 Default Write Permission to Group is a class 
attribute which indicates whether or not the user belonging 
to the group identified by Group ID is authorized to write in 
the resource. The present attribute can assume one of values 
“permitted”, “not permitted”, and “not set'. 
0271 Default Execution Permission to Group is a class 
attribute which indicates whether or not the user belonging 
to the group identified by Group ID is authorized to execute 
operation of the resource. The present attribute can assume 
one of values “permitted”, “not permitted”, and “not set'. 
0272 Default Read Permission to Another Person is a 
class attribute which indicates whether or not a user who is 
neither identified by User ID nor belongs to a group iden 
tified by Group ID is authorized to read from the resource. 
The present attribute can assume one of values "permitted', 
“not permitted”, and “not set'. 
0273) Default Write Permission to Another Person is a 
class attribute which indicates whether or not the user who 
is neither identified by User ID nor belongs to the group 
identified by Group ID is authorized to write in the resource. 
The present at-tribute can assume one of values "permitted', 
“not permitted”, and “not set'. 

0274 Default Execution Permission to Another Person is 
a class attribute which indicates whether or not the user who 
is neither identified by User ID nor belongs to the group 
identified by Group ID is authorized to execute the resource. 
The present attribute can assume one of values "permitted', 
“not permitted”, and “not set'. 
0275 When a script, such as JavaScript, is used to handle 
an object constituting a device object model, the Script is 
assumed to be given the same authority as that of an actual 
user operating the Web browser is Only when the script is 
authorized to read the object, reading of an attribute from the 
script is allowed. Only when the script is authorized to write 
the object, changing of an attribute of the object from the 
Script is allowed, and only when the Script is authorized to 
execute the object, calling of an operation on the object from 
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the script is allowed. Further, in the above described 
attributes of permission and default permission, “read”, 
“Write”, and “execute”. Sometimes have respective meanings 
determined by adding definitions of Semantics Specific to 
each of resources represented by respective Subclasses Suc 
ceeding the present resource class. 
0276 The instance attributes of permission and the class 
attributes of default permission, described above, are in 
corresponding relationship. In generation of an instance 
from the class of a resource, an instance attribute of per 
mission associated with the instance generated using a class 
attribute of default permission of the class is initialized. 
Alternatively, when an instance attribute of permission is not 
Set yet to an instance of a resource, a class attribute of default 
permission held in the class of the instance may be used 
instead. 

0277 Although in the present embodiment, a resource 
access authority is represented by the above described 
permission attribute group, a known access control list 
(ACL) may be held for each class corresponding to a 
resource to thereby express the resource acceSS authority. 
0278 FIGS. 15A to 15C are class diagrams showing, by 
way of example, the Structure of data illustrating the inher 
itance relationship between the resources constituting the 
image processing apparatus 110. 
0279. Each class in FIGS. 15A to 15C are used to 
generate (instantiate) an object. Object groups generated by 
the classes are held in the DOM processing section 804 to 
form the device object model to be accessed by the script 
interpreter 805. 
0280 Relations between classes are serialized into a byte 
string and permanently stored as a file in the HDD 304 even 
when the image processing apparatus 110 is inoperative. 
Upon the Start of the image processing apparatus 110 and 
during operation of the same, the file is read by the CPU 301 
of the controller unit 111, and class groupS and object groups 
as instances thereof, which are shown in the present glass 
diagram, are dynamically generated and maintained/man 
aged in the RAM302, as data structures in each of which the 
relationship between classes or objects is maintained. 
0281. The resource class 1901 is an abstraction of system 
resources. This class is used for controlling access to the 
multi-user image processing apparatus 110. The resource 
class has at least the attributes described with reference to 
FIG. 14, and the attributes are inherited by all subclasses 
described below, as characteristics common to all the Sub 
classes. 

0282. A unit class 1902 is a subclass of the resource class 
1901. The unit class 1902 is an abstraction of physical units 
constituting the image processing apparatus 110. 
0283 An operating unit class 1903, a scanner unit class 
1904, a marking unit class 1905, an original feeder unit class 
1906, a sheet feeder unit class 1907, and a discharge unit 
class 1902 are all Subclasses of the unit class 1902. 

0284. An external interface unit class 1940 is a subclass 
of the unit class 1902. The external interface unit class 1940 
is an abstraction of external connection interface units. 

0285 An image processing System network unit class 
1941, a USB unit class 1942, and a communication unit class 
1943 are all Subclasses of the external interface unit class 
1940. 
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0286 A reader unit class 1971 is a subclass of the unit 
class 1902, and corresponds to the reader unit 113. 
0287 Aprinter unit class 1972 is a subclass of the unit 
class 1902, and corresponds to the printer unit 114. 
0288 A device class 1970 is a subclass of the unit class 
1902, and corresponds to the image processing apparatus 
110. 

0289 An external unit class 1948 is a subclass of the unit 
class 1902. The external unit class 1948 is an abstraction of 
external units connected to the apparatus via external inter 
face units and the like. 

0290. A transport class 1945 is a subclass of the resource 
class 1901. The transport class 1945 is an abstraction of 
various communication paths allowing the image processing 
apparatus 110 to communicate with other nodes via net 
WorkS and communication lines. 

0291. A network port class 1946 is a subclass of transport 
class 1945. The network port class 1946 is an abstraction of 
communication paths for communication with processes of 
the other nodes by network interfacing. An instance of the 
network port class 1946 is characterized by a protocol, such 
as TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) or UDP (User 
Datagram Protocol), and a port number associated with the 
protocol. 

0292 A communication line class 1947 is an abstraction 
of communication paths for communication with other appa 
ratuses through communication lines used by a facsimile and 
the like. An instance of the communication line class 1947 
is characterized e.g. by a line number assigned to a line in 
a telephone exchange line network. 
0293. A function class 1909 is a subclass of the resource 
class 1901. The function class 1909 is an abstraction of 
functions provided by the image processing System. 
0294. A copying function class 1910 is a subclass of the 
function class 1909. The copying function class 1910 is 
indicative of a function of copying an original printed on a 
sheet. Further, a monochrome copying class 1911 and a 
color copying class 1912 are Subclasses of the copying 
function class 1910. 

0295) A transmission function class 1913 is a subclass of 
the function class 1909. The transmission function class 
1913 is indicative of a function of transmitting digital 
document data using various protocols. Further, a fax trans 
mission class 1914, an e-mail transmission class 1915, a file 
transfer/transmission class 1916, a file shared transmission 
class 1917, and a database input/transmission class 1918 are 
Subclasses of the transmission function class 1913. Each of 
the classes 1914 to 1918 is indicative of a function of 
Sending digital document data using an associated protocol. 

0296. A box function class 1919 is a subclass of the 
function class 1909. The box function class 1919 is indica 
tive of functions of Storing image data read from originals 
and document data obtained by PDL development, in a 
Storage within the System, and further browsing, printing, 
transmitting, and managing the Stored document data. 
0297. A box storage class 1950 is a subclass of the box 
function class 1919. The box storage class 1950 corresponds 
particularly to a part of the box function, i.e. a function of 
Storing document data and the like in the Storage. 
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0298. A box output class 1951 is a subclass of the box 
function class 1919. The box output class 1951 corresponds 
particularly to printing and transmission functions per 
formed as a part of the box function by reading document 
data Stored in the Storage. 
0299. A secure print class 1952 is a subclass of the box 
function class 1919. The secure print class 1952 corresponds 
particularly to a reserved printing function performed as a 
part of the box function to temporarily Store print data 
received from a client PC in the Storage, without carrying 
out printing immediately, and print the print data when a 
user executes an explicit printing operation via the operating 
unit 112. 

0300. A reception function class 1922 is a subclass of the 
function class 1909. The reception function class 1922 is 
indicative of functions of receiving digital document data 
using the same protocols as used by the transmission func 
tion class 1913, and Storing, transferring, and printing the 
received digital document data. 
0301 Ascanning function class 1953 is a subclass of the 
function class 1909. The scanning function class 1953 is 
indicative of functions of reading an original image using 
the reader unit 113, and converting the original image into 
electronic document data. 

0302) A printing function class 1954 is a subclass of the 
function class 1909. The printing function class 1954 is 
indicative of a function of printing out print data received 
from a client PC or the like, by the printer unit 114. 
0303 ALIPS print class 1955 is a subclass of the printing 
function class 1954. The LIPS print class 1955 is indicative 
of functions of interpreting, expanding, and printing out 
PDL data written in the known LIPS language and received 
from a client PC or the like. 

0304) A PostScript print class 1956 is a subclass of the 
printing function class 1954. The PostScript print class 1956 
is indicative of functions of interpreting, expanding, and 
printing out PDL data written in the known PostScript 
language and received from a client PC or the like. 
0305 APCL print class 1957 is a subclass of the printing 
function class 1954. The PCL print class 1957 is indicative 
of functions of interpreting, expanding, and printing out 
PDL data written in the known PCL language and received 
from a client PC or the like. 

0306 A job class 1921 is a subclass of the resource class 
1901. The job class 1921 is an abstraction of actual jobs 
corresponding to various services of the function class 1909. 
0307 Ajob list class 1958 is a container that can store a 
plurality of job instances. The job list class 1958 is an 
abstraction of Specific kinds of job Sets, Such as a list of jobs 
which are currently being executed and a list of currently 
Suspended jobs. 
0308) A log class 1922 is a subclass of the resource class 
1901. The log class 1922 is an abstraction of log information 
records including information on execution and termination 
of objects in the job class 1921 and information on various 
events that occur in accordance with System operations. 
0309. A log list class 1959 is a container that can store a 
plurality of log instances. The log list class 1959 is an 
abstraction of Sets of Specific types of histories, Such as a job 
log and a System log. 
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0310. Abox class 1923 is a subclass of the resource class 
1901. The box class 1923 is an abstraction of management 
units of a file system handled by the function class 1909. 
0311. A folder class 1924 is a subclass of the resource 
class 1901. The folder class 1924 is an abstraction of a 
management Structure for grouping a plurality of files in the 
file system handled by the function class 1909. 
0312. A document class 1925 is a subclass of the resource 
class 1901. The document class 1925 is an abstraction of 
files, i.e. various kinds of digital documents in the file 
system handled by the function class 1909. 
0313 An address book class 1926 is a subclass of the 
resource class 1901. The address book class 1926 is an 
abstraction of an address list for use in registering System 
users and user groups and used by function classes including 
the transmission function class 1913 and the reception 
function class 1920, for handling address information. 
0314. A reception transfer rule class 1927 is an abstrac 
tion of a group of rules for Setting transfer conditions, 
designating transfer destinations, describing behaviors, and 
So forth in transfer of received documents by the reception 
function class 1920. 

0315. A configuration class 1928 is a subclass of the 
resource class 1901. The configuration class 1928 is an 
abstraction of configurations of operation parameters for 
controlling various operations of the System. A user con 
figuration class 1929 and an administrator configuration 
class 1930 are subclasses of the configuration class 1928. 
The user configuration class 1929 is indicative of configu 
rations for end users, and the administrator configuration 
class 1930 indicative of configurations for administrators. 
0316. An encryption key/electronic certificate class 1960 
is a subclass of the resource class 1901. The encryption 
key/electronic certificate class 1960 is indicative of data of 
various electronic keys, Signatures, certificates, etc. held and 
managed by the image processing apparatus 110 and used 
for encryption processing, user authentication, client authen 
tication, Server authentication, and So forth. In general, 
instances of the encryption key/electronic certificate class 
1960 are very important for security and include information 
to be owned on a user-by-user basis, and therefore, access to 
the instances must be strictly controlled. 
0317 FIG. 16 is a class diagram showing, by way of 
example, the Structure of data illustrating the aggregation 
relationship between resources handled by the image pro 
cessing apparatuS 110. 

0318. Each class in FIG. 16 is used to generate (instan 
tiate) an object. Object groups generated by the classes are 
held in the DOM processing section 804 to form the device 
object model to be accessed by the script interpreter 805. 

0319 Relations between classes are serialized into a byte 
string and permanently stored as a file in the HDD 304 even 
when the image processing apparatuS 110 is inoperative. 
Upon the Start of the image processing apparatus 110 and 
during operation of the same, the file is read by the CPU 301 
of the controller unit 111, and class groups and object groups 
as instances thereof, which are shown in the present glass 
diagram, are dynamically generated and maintained/man 
aged in the RAM302, as data structures in each of which the 
relationship between classes and objects is maintained. The 
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data Structure expresses the parent-child aggregation rela 
tionship between the resources. In the present embodiment, 
the aggregation relationship between the resources is defined 
to reduce load for managing the various resource groups 
related to the image processing apparatuS 110. When any 
physically and conceptually inclusive relationship is recog 
nized between a unit and a Subunit (partial unit) or between 
a container and a content and is available for resource 
management, the inclusive relationship is introduced into 
the definitions. 

0320 The classes in FIG. 16 are the same as the corre 
sponding ones of the classes in FIGS. 15A to 15C. There 
fore, detailed description thereof is omitted, with the same 
reference numerals designating the same classes. 
0321) The device class 1970 represents the entire image 
processing apparatus 110 for convenience of description. 
The reader unit class 1971 is a part of the device class 1970. 
The original feeder unit class 1906 and the scanner unit class 
1904 are parts of the reader unit class 1971. 
0322 The operating unit class 1903 is a part of the device 
class 1970. 

0323) The printer unit class 1972 is a part of the device 
class 1970. The sheet feeder unit class 1907, the marking 
unit class 1905, and the discharge unit class 1908 are parts 
of the device class 1970. 

0324. The network unit class 1941 is a part of the device 
class 1970. The network port class 1946 is a part of the 
network unit class 1941. 

0325 The communication unit class 1943 is a part of the 
device class 1970. The communication line class 1947 is a 
part of the communication unit class 1943. 
0326) The USB unit class 1942 is a part of the device 
class 1970. The external unit class 1948 is a part of the USB 
unit class 1942. 

0327. The box class 1923 is a part of the device class 
1970. The folder class 1924 is a part of the box class 1923. 
The document class 1925 is a part of the folder class 1924. 
0328. The job list class 1958 is a part of the device class 
1970. The job class 1921 is a part of the job list class 1958. 
0329. The log list class 1959 is a part of the device class 
1970. The log class 1922 is a part of the log list class 1959. 
0330 FIG. 17 is a diagram showing part of objects 
forming respective instances of the device object model. 
0331 In FIG. 17, each block represents an object, i.e. an 
instance of each class. Number attached to each object 
represents a reference numeral depending on the associated 
class. 

0332 Each of the objects constituting the device object 
model has characteristics of the associated class, i.e. 
attributes and operations to be executed. In addition to the 
characteristics defined by the class of the object, character 
istics of a parent class in an abstract-concrete relationship 
are inherited. For example, an object “device” of a Device 
class has not only characteristics defined by the device class 
1970, but also characteristics of the unit class 1902 as an 
abstract class of the device class 1970 and characteristics of 
the Source class 1901 as an abstract class of the unit class 
1902. Further, characteristics are inherited from an Element 
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class, not shown, and a Node class, not shown, as abstract 
classes of the resource class 1901, and an Object class, not 
shown, at the highest level in hierarchy of the inheritance 
relationship defined by JavaScript. Each object refers to a 
child object thereof by its attribute. For example, the object 
“device' has an attribute “printer', and the attribute 
“printer” refers to instances of the printer unit class 1972. 
0333. The object “device' is an instance of the device 
class 1970, and has the following attributes: 
0334. An attribute “serial' represents a serial number. An 
attribute “vender' represents a vender. An attribute “model” 
represents a model. These attributes are a part of attributes 
inherited from the unit class 1902. 

0335) An attribute “first Child” refers to a first object as a 
child in a parent-child relationship. This attribute is one of 
attributes inherited from the Node class of the DOM. 

0336. The attribute “printer” refers to the instances of the 
printer unit class 1972 as a child of the object “device” in the 
parent-child relationship. An attribute “reader” refers to 
instances of the reader unit class 1971 as a child of the object 
“device' in the parent-child relationship. An attribute “com 
munication” refers to instances of the communication unit 
class 1943 as a child of the object “device' in the parent 
child relationship. An attribute “log” refers to instances of 
the log list class 1959 as a child of the object “device” in the 
parent-child relationship. The above described attributes are 
a part of the attributes defined by the device class 1970. 
0337. An operation “diag' performs self-diagnosis of the 
image processing apparatus 110. This operation "diag” is 
one of operations inherited from the unit class 1902. 
0338 An operation “getNumberOfjobs” returns the num 
ber of jobs currently being executed in the entire image 
processing apparatuS 110. An operation "getCurrentluser' 
returns an object indicative of a user currently using the 
apparatus. These are a part of operations defined by the 
device class 1970. 

0339. An operation “getFlementById” retrieves an object 
having an ID designated by “id' from an object group of 
children of the object “device” in the parent-child relation 
ship, and returns a reference of the retrieved object. An 
operation “getFlementByTagName” retrieves an object 
group having a name designated by “name” from the object 
group of children of the object “device” in the parent-child 
relationship, and returns a list of references of the retrieved 
objects. These are a part of operations inherited from the 
Node class of the DOM. 

0340 An object created as an instance of the printer unit 
class 1972 has the following characteristics: 
0341 Attributes “serial”, “vender”, “version”, and “first 
Child' are the same as those of the object “device'. An 
attribute “isOnline' is a predicate that assumes a true value 
when the printer unit 114 is online. An attribute “finisher' 
refers to instances of the discharge unit class 1908 as a child 
of the unit class in the parent-child relationship. An attribute 
"paperSupply’ refers to instances of the sheet feeder unit 
class 1907 as a child of this unit class in the parent-child 
relationship. An attribute “marking” refers to instances of 
the marking class 1905 as a child of this unit class in the 
parent-child relationship. These are a part of attributes 
defined by the printer unit class 1972. 
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0342 Operations “diag”, “getFlementById”, and 
“getFlementByTagName” are the same as those of the 
object “device'. An operation “getNumberOfjobs” returns 
the number of jobs being currently executed by printer unit 
114. An operation “getTotal Counter” returns the total or 
accumulated number of copies printed by the printer unit 
114. An operation "getToner' returns the remaining amount 
of toner held in the printer unit 114. An operation “setOn 
line” brings the printer unit 114 into an online state. An 
operation “setOffline” brings the printer unit 114 into an 
offline state. 

0343 FIG. 18 is a diagram showing, by way of example, 
a parent-child hierarchical Structure of client-side objects 
provided as an operational environment of a Script by a 
JavaScript interpreter incorporated in an embedded Web 
browser. 

0344) A Window object is at the highest level in the 
parent-child hierarchical Structure of client-Side JavaScript 
objects. The Window object corresponds to a window 
(frame) for displaying a browser document. Client-side 
objects are all referred to through the Window object. The 
Window object is a global object linked to the head of a 
Scope chain in a language processing System. The Window 
object has an attribute “document” and an attribute “loca 
tion”. The attribute “document” refers to a Document object 
asSociated with the corresponding window. The attribute 
“location” refers to a Location object associated with the 
corresponding window. The Window object also has an 
attribute “frames”. Use of the attribute “frames' makes 
it possible to refer to Window objects associated with 
respective frames constituting an original window. For 
example, the attribute “document” refers to a Document 
object associated with the current window, and "frames 
1.document” refers to a Document as a second child frame 
of the current window. An object referred to through the 
current window or one of the other Window objects can refer 
to an object other than itself. For example, by utilizing a 
“frames' array of the Document object, it is possible to 
refer to Form objects corresponding to a plurality of HTML 
forms to be displayed in a document. To refer to one of these 
forms, a description “self.document.forms O' is used. 
0345. In the Web browser in the present embodiment, the 
device object model is positioned in the above described 
object hierarchy. An attribute “device' of the Window object 
refers to the instance of the device object model (i.e. the 
object “device” in FIG. 17). 
0346 Now, a description will be given of a control 
operation executed by the image processing apparatus 110 
configured as above. 
0347 FIGS. 19 and 20 are views showing, by way of 
example, a document acquired from a Server by the Web 
browser. 

0348 FIGS. 19 and 20 show a HTML document having 
the JavaScript code embedded therein. The script embedded 
in the document is loaded into the Script interpreter and 
executed for interpretation of the document by the Web 
browser, and as a consequence, a document dynamically 
adapted to a specific embedded device incorporating the 
Web browser is generated and displayed by the client-side 
processing. FIGS. 21 and 22 illustrates examples of a 
dynamically adapted document displayed on the Web 
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browser. A description will be given of details of the 
document in FIGS. 19 and 20 mainly based on script 
portions embedded in the document, in association with the 
examples in FIGS. 21 and 22. 
0349. In Line 7 in FIG. 19, a user object using the current 
apparatus is acquired by the operation "getCurrentluser' of 
the object “device', and the attribute “name” of the user 
object is read out. As a consequence, the name ("Taro 
Yamada' in the illustrated examples in FIGS. 21 and 22) of 
the user using the apparatus is inserted into the document. 
0350. In Line 9, the model name of the apparatus is read 
out by the attribute “model” of the object “device', and the 
model name (“MFP3200” in the illustrated examples in 
FIGS. 21 and 22) is inserted into the document. 
0351. In Lines 12 to 33, pieces of information useful to 
the Specific apparatus are Selectively inserted according to 
the actual mounting State of each of Subunits constituting the 
apparatuS. 

0352. In Line 13, the object “device” refers to an object 
“reader', and an attribute “model” of the object “reader' is 
read out, whereby it is determined whether or not the model 
of the reader unit constituting the apparatus is equal to 
“S500”. If the model of the reader unit is equal to “S500", 
the object “reader” refers to an object “feeder” in Line 14, 
and an attribute “model” of the object “feeder” is read out, 
whereby it is determined whether or not the model of an 
original feeder unit mounted in the reader unit 113 is equal 
to “DF03”. If the model of the original feeder unit is equal 
to “DF03”, information specifically related to the specific 
original feeder unit is inserted into the document in Lines 15 
to 21. The inserted information contains an embedded link 
to an information Source that provides further detailed 
information, and in Lines 19 and 20, the URL of this link 
dynamically generates a most appropriate URL according to 
the original feeder unit model read out by “device.reader 
..model”, for guiding the Web browser to a most appropriate 
page. The apparatus in the illustrated examples in FIGS. 21 
and 22 includes a reader unit of the present model and has 
an original feeder unit mounted on the reader.unit, and 
therefore information for guiding the Web browser to a 
trade-in campaign is inserted in the document. 
0353 Lines 24 to 32 describe processing to be executed 
when the model of the printer unit included in the apparatus 
is “P9900". The apparatus in the examples in FIGS. 21 and 
22 does not include a printer unit of this model, and hence 
the information of Lines 24 to 32 is not inserted in the 
document. 

0354) In Lines 35 to 56 in FIG.20, most recently released 
or latest firmware versions and the versions of firmware 
incorporated in the actual apparatus, which are grasped on 
the Server Side, are compared with each other, and if any old 
version Still remains incorporated in the apparatus, informa 
tion recommending making a request for upgrading Services 
provided by a customer engineer is Selectively inserted into 
the document. 

0355. In Line 35, an array “latests” is generated for 
Storing most recently released firmware versions on a Sub 
unit-by-Subunit basis. 

0356. In Lines 36 to 41, an object storing an attribute 
“version” representative of a latest version and an attribute 
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"label” representative of a display label is generated for each 
of the operating unit, the printer unit, the reader unit, the 
network unit, the communication unit, and the USB unit, and 
the objects are Stored in the array “latests” as an associative 
array with object names as keys. 
0357 Lines 42 to 55 form a loop to be repeated for each 
of all the elements in the array “latests”. 
0358 In Line 42, the key of an element in the array 
“latests” is represented by a variable “unit'. 
0359. In Line 43, an attribute of the object “device” is 
accessed using an associative array notation “device unit. 
For example, if the value of “unit' is a character String 
operation Panel, “device unit” represents “device"opera 
tion Panel”. In JavaScript, this represents the same as 
“device.operationPanel” in dot notation, and therefore 
“device“operation Panel” means access to an attribute 
(property) “operation Panel” of the object “device”. The 
attribute “operationPanel” is an operating unit object as a 
component of the device object. In the present line, it is 
determined whether “device unit', i.e. an object of a unit is 
neither undefined or null, and “device unit version” i.e. the 
version of the object of the unit assumes a Smaller value than 
the latest version of firmware for the unit, which is stored in 
the array “latests” in Lines 36 to 41, in the actual device 
object model of the System. If these conditions are Satisfied, 
it means that the operating firmware of the unit is older than 
the most recently released version. In this case, in Lines 44 
to 54, the information recommending making a request for 
firmware version-up (e.g. ROM replacement) Services pro 
Vided by a customer engineer is inserted into the document. 
The inserted information contains an embedded anchor 
“mailto” which refers to URLs based on a pseudo protocol. 
In FIG. 21, this anchor is displayed as hypertext “send a 
request to the support center by e-mail'. When the user 
points at this hypertext and clicks, an e-mail client function 
is invoked from the Web browser. The URL contains not 
only a destination address “SupportG canon.jp', but also 
encoded “subject” and “body', so that the destination 
address and the initial values of the Subject and the body are 
passed to the e-mail client function. 
0360 FIG. 23 shows, by way of example, a screen 
asSociated with the thus activated e-mail client function. On 
the illustrated Screen is Set the destination address desig 
nated by the content provider. Further, there is Set a Subject 
including a model name and a Serial number of a device, 
which are acquired from an actual device object. Further 
more, in association with a Subunit of which firmware of a 
newer version is available, the model name of the Subunit 
and the version of firmware currently incorporated in the 
Subunit, which were acquired from the actual device object, 
are Set in the body. 
0361 Referring again to FIG. 20, in Lines 59 to 67, the 
amounts of consumables in the operating embedded device 
remaining at this time are checked, and if the remaining 
amount of any consumable article is insufficient, data for 
recommending ordering the consumable article and display 
ing a link to an online ordering page is inserted into the 
document. 

0362. In Line 59, a method “getToner()” of the printer 
unit object as a component of the device object is invoked 
by an operation "device-printergetTonerO', whereby the 
percentage of the remaining amount of toner is obtained. 
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0363. In Line 60, it is determined whether or not the 
remaining amount of toner is below 10%, and if it is below 
10%, the fact is inserted into the document. 
0364. In Line 61, a URL to be inserted into the document 
is generated. In this line, an attribute “device printer.model” 
is read out to be embedded into a URL, whereby an URL 
directly linked to a page for online Sales of a toner Suited to 
a model currently used by the user can be generated. 
0365. In Lines 62 and 63, a message warning that the 
remaining amount of toner is insufficient and including 
hypertext for guiding to the page for online Sales of the 
Suited toner is inserted into the document. 

0366 If the remaining amount of toner is not less than 
10%, this message is not contained in the document, as is 
seen in the illustrated exemplary in FIG. 21, whereas if the 
remaining amount of toner is below 10%, the message is 
inserted into the document as is Seen in the illustrated 
exemplary in FIG. 22. 
0367. In Line 71, a link to a latest manual provided by the 
Server is generated. An attribute “device.manual” is read out, 
and a URL having this attribute embedded therein is gen 
erated for reference, So that the user can trace this link to 
thereby directly reach the manual Suited to the apparatus in 
Sc. 

0368 FIG. 21 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
dynamically adapted document displayed on the Web 
browser. The document is displayed on the content display 
area 905 of the Web browser. 

0369. In the message 5001 written in the content docu 
ment, there is inserted the name of the user (Taro Yamada) 
currently using the image processing apparatus 110, which 
was acquired from the device object model by the Script. 
0370. In the message 5002 written in the content docu 
ment, there is also inserted a device model name (MFP3200) 
acquired from the device object model by the Script. 
0371. A paragraph. 5003 is inserted into the document 
after it is determined whether or not the model of the reader 
unit 113 and that of the original feeder unit, which were 
acquired from the device object model by the Script, Satisfy 
the conditions for providing the information and, as a result, 
it is determined that the conditions are satisfied. The URL of 
an anchor contained in the paragraph. 5003 contains the 
model name of the original feeder unit, which was acquired 
from the device object model, and therefore the user can 
select an underlined link to thereby shift the screen directly 
to a page for the trade-in campaign for the original feeder 
unit. 

0372 A paragraph. 5004 is inserted into the document 
after comparison is performed by the Script between the 
latest firmware versions of the respective Subunits, which 
are described in the content, and the firmware versions of the 
respective Subunits actually operating, which were acquired 
from the device object model and as a result, it is determined 
that upgradable Subunits exist. The link contained in the 
paragraph 5004 contains the URL for mail transmission. The 
URL contains not only the destination address described in 
the content, but also encoded information on the apparatus 
model, the Serial number of the apparatus, the names of units 
to be upgraded, and the firmware versions of the currently 
used units, So that the user can Select an underlined link to 
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thereby automatically generate an e-mail for reporting nec 
essary information to the Support center. 
0373) A link 5005 is a link to a latest manual page set on 
the Server. This anchor has an URL containing encoded 
information on a path to the latest manual described in the 
content and the device model name acquired from the device 
object model, So that the user can Select the underlined link 
to thereby shift the Screen directly to a manual page specific 
for the embedded device. 

0374 FIG. 22 is a view showing, by way of example, 
another dynamically adapted document displayed on the 
Web browser. The document is displayed on the content 
display area 905 of the Web browser. FIG.22 shows a case 
where the same embedded device that displayed the docu 
ment in FIG. 21 acquires and displays the identical content 
in different timing. 
0375. A paragraph 5101 is inserted into the document 
after it is determined whether or not the current remaining 
amount of toner acquired by the Script by invoking a toner 
remaining amount acquisition operation of the device object 
model is below a predetermined value (10%) defined by a 
Script of the content, and as a result, it is determined that the 
remaining amount of toner is below the predetermined 
value. In a message in the paragraph 5101 is embedded the 
currently remaining amount of toner (8%) acquired by the 
Script by invoking the remaining amount of toner acquisition 
operation of the device object model. 
0376 FIG. 23 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
Screen for an e-mail transmission function Started based on 
a URL dynamically generated by Script processing. The 
e-mail transmission Screen is displayed on the operating unit 
112. 

0377. In FIG.23, in a destination address field 5201 is set 
the destination address designated by the content provider. 
In a subject field 5202 is set the subject including the model 
name and the Serial number of the apparatus, which were 
acquired from the actual device object. In the body field 
5203 are set, as to a Subunit for which firmware of a newer 
version is available, the model name of the Subunit and the 
version of the firmware currently incorporated in the Sub 
unit, which were acquired from the associated actual device 
object. 

0378 Information required for making a request for a 
dispatch of a customer engineer is automatically Set, So that 
the user can Send an e-mail immediately or after adding a 
message, if he/she desires. 
0379 Reference numeral 5204 designates a cancel button 
which is used to close the e-mail transmission Screen with 
out Sending an e-mail. 
0380 Reference numeral 5205 designates a send button 
which is used to Send an e-mail. 

0381. According to the image processing apparatus of the 
present embodiment, it is possible to provide the following 
advantageous effects: 
0382. A document that selectively presents appropriate 
information according to the configuration and Status of a 
System can be provided Simply by preparing a single content 
on a Server that provides Services. Timely information can be 
provided by updating the Server-side content, and adapting 
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the Server-side content to a Specific embedded device used 
by the user can be executed by the client-side processing 
using JavaScript to generate a piece of HTML data and 
insert the same into a content. The combination of the 
Server-Side processing and the client-Side processing makes 
it possible to provide flexible and fine services. The present 
image forming apparatus can be used, for example, to 
personalize a Web page content and provide a most appro 
priate Suggestion according to the configuration and 
dynamic Status of the apparatus. Further, Since the configu 
ration and Status of the apparatus can be reflected in a 
dynamically generated URL, the present image forming 
apparatus can be used for displaying a link allowing direct 
shift to a page most Suited to the apparatus among Web 
pages for information presentation and online Sales (con 
ventionally, only a link to an index-like page containing 
options that are not necessarily Suited to a specific apparatus 
can be displayed, which takes a user time and labor for 
Selecting the most Suitable option from the page). Moreover, 
the present image forming apparatus can be used for pro 
Viding a prototype of an e-mail to be sent to the Support 
center, by generating a URL. These are all advantageous e.g. 
for CRM (Customer Relationship Management) as well. 
0383) Next, a description will be given of an image 
processing apparatus to which is applied an embedded 
device according to a Second embodiment of the present 
invention. 

0384 The image processing apparatus of the present 
embodiment is distinguished from the image processing 
apparatus of the first embodiment only in the content of a 
document acquired from a Server. Therefore, the hardware 
configuration and Software configuration of a System includ 
ing the image processing apparatus of the present embodi 
ment are the same as those of the System including the image 
processing apparatus of the first embodiment. 
0385 FIGS. 24 to 26 are views showing, by way of 
example, a document acquired from the server by the Web 
browser. 

0386 FIGS. 24 to 26 show a HTML document having the 
JavaScript code embedded therein. The script embedded in 
the document is loaded into the Script interpreter and 
executed for interpretation of the document by the Web 
browser, and as a consequence, a document dynamically 
adapted to a specific embedded device incorporating the 
Web browser is generated and displayed by the client-side 
processing. FIG. 27 shows, by way example, a dynamically 
adapted document displayed on the Web browser. A descrip 
tion will be given of details of the document in FIGS. 24 to 
26 mainly based on Script portions embedded in the docu 
ment, in association with the illustrated example in FIG. 27. 
0387. In Lines 18 to 26 in FIG. 24, it is determined 
whether or not the discharge unit as an option unit is 
mounted, and if the discharge unit is mounted, a link for 
directly displaying a manual for the unit is displayed. On the 
other hand, if the discharge unit is not mounted, a document 
for displaying a link to a page for ordering the discharge unit 
is inserted into the document. Whether or not the discharge 
unit is mounted is determined based on whether or not an 
attribute “device-printer.finisher' of the device object model 
is set to a value other than “null” (i.e. by referring to a 
FinisherUnit class object). The content of an anchor is 
displayed using an image (IMG element of HTML) of the 
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model of the unit (area 5301 in FIG. 27). When the unit is 
not mounted, the portion of the apparatus image correspond 
ing to the unit is displayed as a translucent image with a 
character “unmounted Superposed thereon. 
0388 Similarly, in Lines 31 to 38, it is determined 
whether or not the original feeder unit as an option unit is 
mounted, and if the original feeder unit is mounted, a link for 
directly displaying a manual for the unit is displayed. On the 
other hand, if the original feeder unit is not mounted, a 
document for displaying a link to a page for ordering the 
original feeder unit is inserted into the document. Whether 
or not the original feeder unit is mounted is determined 
based on whether or not an attribute “device.reader, feeder' 
of the device object model is set to a value other than “null' 
(i.e. by referring to a DocumentFeederUnit class object). 
The content of an anchor is displayed using an image (IMG 
element of HTML) of the model of the unit (area 5302 in 
FIG. 27). When the unit is not mounted, the portion of the 
apparatus image corresponding to the unit is displayed as a 
translucent image with a character “unmounted Superposed 
thereon. 

0389. In Lines 43 to 52 in FIG. 25, it is determined 
whether or not the sheet feeder unit as an option unit is 
mounted, and if the sheet feeder unit is mounted, a link for 
directly displaying a manual for the unit is displayed. On the 
other hand, if the sheet feeder unit is not mounted, a 
document for displaying a link to a page for ordering the 
sheet feeder unit is inserted into the document. Whether or 
not the Sheet feeder unit is mounted is determined based on 
whether or not an attribute “device-printer-paperSupply” of 
the device object model is set to a value other than “null' 
(i.e. by referring to a paperSupply Unit class object). The 
content of an anchor is displayed using an image (IMG 
element of HTML) of the model of the unit. When the unit 
is not mounted, the portion of the apparatus image corre 
sponding to the unit is displayed as a translucent image with 
a character “unmounted” superposed thereon (area 5305 in 
FIG. 27). 
0390. In Lines 59 and 60, a link for directly displaying a 
manual associated with the model of the reader unit 113 is 
displayed. The content of an anchor is displayed using an 
image of the model of the unit (area 5303 in FIG. 27). 
0391) In Lines 67 and 68, a link for directly displaying a 
manual associated with the model of the printer unit 114 is 
displayed. The content of an anchor is displayed using an 
image of the model of the unit (area 5304 in FIG. 27). 
0392. In Lines 78 and 79 in FIG. 26, a link for directly 
displaying a manual associated with the model of the reader 
unit 113 is displayed. The content of an anchor is displayed 
as itemized text including the model name of the unit 
(character string 5306 in FIG. 27). 
0393. In Lines 83 to 86, it is determined whether or not 
the original feeder unit as an option unit is mounted, and if 
the original feeder unit is mounted, a link for directly 
displaying a manual for the unit is displayed. Whether or not 
the original feeder unit is mounted is determined based on 
whether or not the attribute “device.reader.feeder' of the 
device object model is set to a value other than “null” (i.e. 
by referring to the DocumentFeederUnit class object). The 
content of an anchor is displayed as itemized text including 
the model name of the unit (character string 5307 in FIG. 
27). 
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0394. In Lines 90 and 91, a link for directly displaying a 
manual associated with the model of the printer unit 114 is 
displayed. The content of an anchor is displayed as itemized 
text including the model name of the unit (character String 
5308 in FIG. 27). 
0395. In Lines 95 to 99, it is determined whether or not 
the sheet feeder unit as an option unit is mounted, and if the 
sheet feeder unit is mounted, a link for directly displaying a 
manual for the unit is displayed. The content of an anchor is 
displayed as itemized text data including the model name of 
the unit. In the illustrated example in FIG. 27, the sheet 
feeder unit is not mounted, and hence the link is not inserted. 

0396) In Lines 102 to 106, it is determined whether or not 
the discharge unit as an option unit is mounted, and if the 
discharge unit is mounted, the link for directly displaying the 
manual for the unit is displayed. On the other hand, if the 
discharge unit is not mounted, the document for displaying 
the link to the page for ordering the discharge unit is inserted 
into the document. Whether or not the discharge unit is 
mounted is determined based on whether or not the attribute 
“device-printer.finisher' of the device object model is set to 
a value other than “null” (i.e. by referring to a FinisherUnit 
class object). The content of an anchor is displayed as 
itemized text including the model name of the unit (char 
acter string 5309 in FIG. 27). 
0397 FIG. 27 is a view showing, by way of an example, 
a dynamically adapted manual document displayed on the 
Web browser. This manual document is displayed on the 
content display area 905 of the Web browser. The descrip 
tion of FIGS. 23 to 26 was given by also referring to FIG. 
27, and therefore duplicate description referring to FIG. 27 
is omitted. 

0398 Although in the present embodiment, the content of 
the document is dynamically changed based on an algorithm 
of the Script according to the model of a unit and whether or 
not an option unit is mounted, it is also possible to change 
the content of the document in accordance with a further 
dynamic State to thereby display a manual explaining the 
error recovery procedure according to an error occurring in 
the apparatus. Further, it is possible to analyze the pattern of 
usage of a specific apparatus by the user, based on Statistical 
information Stored in the apparatus according to the algo 
rithm of the Script, and display a guide for usage most 
Suitable for the usage pattern. 
0399. According to the image processing apparatus of the 
present embodiment, it is possible to provide the following 
advantageous effects: 

0400. A document for dynamically presenting appropri 
ate information according to the model of a unit as a 
component of the System and/or whether or not an option 
unit is mounted can be provided Simply by preparing a single 
content on a Server for providing Services. The present 
apparatus can be used, for example, to provide an electronic 
manual or the like optimized for the status of the very 
apparatus whose incorporated browser is currently perform 
ing browsing. 

0401 Next, a description will be given of an image 
processing apparatus to which is applied an embedded 
device according to a third embodiment of the present 
invention. 
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0402. The image processing apparatus of the present 
embodiment is distinguished from the image processing 
apparatus of the first embodiment only in the content of a 
document acquired from a Server. Therefore, the hardware 
configuration and Software configuration of a System includ 
ing the image processing apparatus of the present embodi 
ment are the same as those of the System including the image 
processing apparatus of the first embodiment. 
0403 FIGS. 28 and 29 are views showing, by way of 
example, a document acquired from a Server by a Web 
browser. 

0404 FIGS. 28 and 29 show a HTML document having 
the JavaScript code embedded therein. The script embedded 
in the document is loaded into the Script interpreter and 
executed for interpretation of the document by the Web 
browser, and as a consequence, a document dynamically 
adapted to a specific embedded device incorporating the 
Web browser is generated and displayed by the client-side 
processing. FIG. 30 is a view showing, by way of example, 
a dynamically adapted document displayed on the Web 
browser. 

04.05 The script loaded into the script interpreter includes 
event handler scripts that handle a DOM event generated by 
user input operation for elements of the document displayed 
on the Web browser, a timer event, and like events. The 
event handlers are executed according to the respective 
events after the document is displayed on the Web browser. 
The event handlers perform control on the apparatus by 
manipulating the device object model, and also modify the 
document obtained by interpreting the acquired HTML 
document and displayed, by manipulating the DOM. 
0406 FIGS. 31 and 32 are views of examples of the 
document dynamically modified again after completion of 
display immediately after document acquisition and dis 
played on the Web browser. A description will be given of 
details of the document in FIGS. 28 and 29 mainly based on 
Script portions embedded in the document, in association 
with the illustrated examples in FIG. 31 and 32. 
0407 Lines 5 to 29 in FIG. 28 define a function “diag”. 
The function “diag” receives a reference “unit' of each unit 
object as an argument, and executes a Self-diagnosis code for 
the unit. Then, the function “diag” edits the document 
already displayed on the Web browser, based on the result of 
the execution of the Self-diagnosis code. 
0408. In Line 6, an operation “diag” as a self-diagnosis 
method defined in a unit object to which reference has been 
made is invoked (Note that the operation “diag” is different 
from “diag(unit)" defined in Line 5). Then, an integer value 
“digResult” returned as a diagnostic result is obtained. If the 
value “digResult” is equal to “0”, the unit is normal, and the 
other values represent an error code. 
04.09. In Line 7, a DIV element of the HTML document, 
to which is assigned an ID “diag|Div' , is retrieved by 
manipulating the DOM to obtain a reference “diag|Div' 
thereof. 

0410. In Line 8, a first P element contained in the 
obtained reference “diag|Div' is retrieved to obtain a refer 
ence “old P thereof. 

0411. In Line 9, a new P element is generated, and a 
reference “p” thereof is obtained. 
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0412. In Line 10, it is determined whether or not the 
result "diagResult of the diagnosis executed in Line 6 is 
normal. If the diagnostic result "diagResult' is normal, 
Lines 11 and 12 are executed, whereas if the diagnostic 
result “diagResult” is abnormal, Lines 15 to 26 are executed. 
0413 When the diagnostic code is terminated normally, 
a DOM text node formed by a character string “Diagnosis: 
Normal” is generated in Line 11. 
0414. In Line 12, the generated text node is added as a 

first child of the Pelement generated in Line 9. As a result, 
the character string “Diagnosis: Normal” is set in text of “p”. 
Then, the process proceeds to Line 28. 

0415. On the other hand, if it is determined that the 
diagnostic code is abnormal, the URL of a trouble-shooting 
Support Site, which has an error code of the diagnostic result 
“diagResult” embedded therein, is constructed in Line 15. 
0416) In Line 16, a DOM text node formed by a character 
String of a message containing the error code of the diag 
nostic result "diagResult” and warning of abnormality is 
generated. If the error code is “199”, a character string 
“Diagnosis: Abnormality is detected. Error code is #199. For 
detailed information,” is generated. 
0417. In Line 19, the generated text node is added as a 

first child of the Pelement generated in Line 9. 
0418. In Line 20, an A element is generated anew, and a 
reference “a” thereof is obtained. 

0419. In Line 21, a HREF attribute is set to the generated 
A element “a”. The value of the HREF attribute is equal to 
the URL of the trouble-shooting Support site, which was 
constructed in Line 15. 

0420. In Line 22, a DOM text node formed by the same 
character String of the same URL is generated. 

0421. In Line 23, the generated text node is added as a 
first child of the A element “a” generated in Line 20. As a 
result, a character String, which is visible to the user, of a link 
displayed on the Web browser is set to the URL of the 
trouble-shooting Support Site. 

0422. In Line 24, the A element “a” having the HREF 
attribute and the text node already Set thereto is added as a 
Second child of the Pelement. 

0423 In Line 25, a DOM text node formed by a character 
String "Please, refer to” is generated. 

0424. In Line 26, the generated text node is added as a 
third child of the P element. 

0425. In Line 28, “oldP” so far displayed as a reference 
of the first P element of “diag|Div' is replaced by the newly 
generated and constructed reference “p'. 
0426. The function “diag” is used in the script written in 
Lines 59 to 76 in FIG. 29. 

0427. In Line 59, it is checked whether or not “device 
printer.diag” is neither undefined nor “null”, i.e. whether the 
Self-diagnostic code of the printer unit has been registered. 
If the Self-diagnostic code of the printer unit has been 
registered, a form element (FORM) button having a label 
“PRINTER” thereon and in which is registered calling of the 
function "diag” with the printer unit object as an argument 
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is inserted into the HTML document. Thus, the button for 
calling the Self-diagnosis of the printer unit object is dis 
played. 
0428 Similarly, in Lines 62 to 65, if a self-diagnostic 
code is provided, a button for calling the Self-diagnosis of 
the discharge unit object is displayed. 
0429. Similarly, in Lines 66 to 69, if a self-diagnostic 
code is provided, a button for calling the Self-diagnosis of 
the sheet feeder unit object is displayed. 
0430. Similarly, in Lines 70 and 71, if a self-diagnostic 
code is provided, a button for calling the Self-diagnosis of 
the reader unit object is displayed. 
0431 Similarly, in Lines 73 to 76, if a self-diagnostic 
code is provided, a button for calling the Self-diagnosis of 
the original feeder unit object is displayed. 
0432. This script is executed for interpretation immedi 
ately after acquisition of a HTML document, and hence the 
buttons are displayed on the Web browser first. If a specific 
embedded device is provided with a Self-diagnostic code for 
the printer unit and one for the reader unit, buttons 5401 and 
5402 for the printer and the reader are displayed as shown 
in the example in FIG. 30. 
0433) A self-diagnostic code is executed by the function 
"diag” registered as an event handler, when the user clickS 
(or touches via the touch panel) the associated button 
displayed on the Web browser. For example, when the user 
touches the button 5401 labeled “PRINTER” and diagnosis 
is completed, and if an abnormality is detected, a message 
warning the user of the abnormality is generated by partially 
modifying the currently displayed document (not by reading 
another document) and displayed in a field 5501 in FIG. 31. 
0434) Lines 32 to 41 in FIG. 28 define a function 
“showPrinterStatus. 

0435. In Lines 33 and 34, the present document is 
searched for a DIV element which is assigned an ID “sta 
tus)iv' to obtain a reference “p” of a first P element 
contained in the DIV element. 

0436. In Line 35, an element “is0nline” of the printer 
unit object is read out. If the value of the element “is0nline” 
is “true”, a character string “Online” is set to an attribute 
“data” of the first child (i.e. the text node) of the Pelement 
in Line 36, whereas if the value of the element “isOnline” is 
“false', a character string “Offline” is set to the attribute 
“data in Line 39. 

0437. The function “showPrinterStatus()” is used in 
Lines 52 et seq. in FIG. 29. 
0438. In Line 52, a script is registered as an event handler 
corresponding to an on Load event of a BODY element. The 
onload event handler is called or invoked in timing Syn 
chronous with completion of loading (expanding and dis 
playing) of all data constituting a document. In the onload 
event handler, the function "Setinterval' registers a timer 
event handler that becomes active at predetermined time 
intervals. When this registration is executed, the function 
“showPrinterStatus” is invoked at time intervals of 10,000 
SCC. 

0439) 
document, a character String “acquiring a status . . 

Immediately after the Web browser displays the 
5403 
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as described in “status.Div” (Line 81) in the original HTML 
document is displayed as in the illustrated example in FIG. 
30. 

0440 After the lapse of approximately 10 seconds, a 
Status acquired from the device object model is presented to 
the user, for example, as a character String 5601 in the 
illustrated example in FIG. 32, whereafter the status display 
is continually updated at time intervals of 10 Seconds as long 
as the document is displayed by the Web browser. 
0441 Lines 44 to 48 in FIG. 28 define a function 
"errorHandler'. The function "errorHandler' receives an 
argument “event'. 

0442. In Lines 45 and 46, the present document is 
searched for the DIV element which is assigned the ID 
“status.Div' to obtain the reference “p” of the first P element 
contained in the DIV element. 

0443) In Line 47, a character string formed by coupling 
attributes “unit' and “:” of the object “event received as an 
argument and an attribute “message” of the object "event' is 
set to the attribute “data” of the first child (i.e. the text node) 
of the P element. 

0444 The function "errorHandler' is used in Lines 49 et 
Seq. For processing an error event of the device object, it is 
only required to register the function "errorHandler' as an 
attribute “onerror” of the device object “device'. The device 
object model interfaces with apparatus control, and invokes 
the function registered in “device.onerror' when some error 
occurs in apparatus control. At this time, the object “event' 
passed as an argument has a reference “unit of a unit object 
related to the error and attributes including a character String 
"message' for explaining the error. 
0445 FIG. 30 is a view showing, by way of an example, 
a dynamically adapted device management document dis 
played on the Web browser. This device management docu 
ment is displayed on the content display area 905 of the Web 
browser. 

0446 FIG. 31 is a view showing an example of the 
device management document dynamically modified again 
after completion of display immediately after document 
acquisition and displayed on the Web browser. This device 
management document is displayed on the content display 
area 905 of the Web browser. 

0447 FIG. 32 is a view showing another example of the 
device management document dynamically modified again 
after completion of display immediately after document 
acquisition and displayed on the Web browser. This device 
management document is displayed on the content display 
area 905 of the Web browser. 

0448. According to the image processing apparatus of the 
present embodiment, it is possible to provide the following 
advantageous effects: 
0449 Since the script manipulates the DOM, it is pos 
Sible to perform not only insertion for document analysis, 
but also dynamic editing of a document. 
0450. The apparatus and jobs can be controlled from the 
Script via the interface of the device object model. 
0451 An event handler for manipulating the device 
object model can be registered in accordance with a DOM 
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event. This makes it possible to access apparatus control 
according to an event, Such as a user input event or a timer 
eVent. 

0452 Further, an event from the device object model can 
be handled in the same manner as in processing of a DOM 
eVent. 

0453 The combination of manipulation of the DOM and 
that of the device object model by a script embedded in a 
HTML document makes it possible to describe a user 
interface for use in apparatus control using HTML and the 
script. Therefore, a function of HTML as a user interface 
description language can be used not only for providing a 
user interface for a Web application operating on a Server 
Side, but also for providing a user interface for a Service 
provided for a device on a client Side. A user interface 
description is prepared as a content on the Server Side, and 
acquired in response to an acquisition request from the 
browser of the apparatus (the embedded device), So that a 
latest content can be provided from a Service provider Side. 
0454. This is advantageous for Supporting maintenance 
of the embedded device by a customer engineer or the user. 
0455 Next, a description will be given of an image 
processing apparatus to which is applied an embedded 
device according to a fourth embodiment of the present 
invention. 

0456. The image processing apparatus of the present 
embodiment is distinguished from the image processing 
apparatus of the first embodiment only in the content of a 
document acquired from a Server. Therefore, the hardware 
configuration and Software configuration of a System includ 
ing the image processing apparatus of the present embodi 
ment are the same as those of the System including the image 
processing apparatus of the first embodiment. 

0457 FIGS. 33 and 34 are views showing, by way of 
example, a document acquired from a Server by a Web 
browser. 

0458 FIGS. 33 and 34 show a HTML document having 
the JavaScript code embedded therein. A script embedded in 
the document is loaded into the Script interpreter and 
executed for interpretation of the document by the Web 
browser, and as a consequence, a document dynamically 
adapted to the Specific embedded device incorporating the 
Web browser is generated and displayed by the client-side 
processing. 

0459. The script loaded into the script interpreter includes 
event handler scripts that handle DOM events, timer events, 
and the like events generated by user input operation to 
elements of the document displayed on the Web browser. 
The event handlers are executed according to the respective 
events after the document is displayed on the Web browser. 
The event handlers perform control of the apparatus by 
manipulating the device object model, and also modify the 
document obtained by interpreting the acquired HTML 
document and displayed, by manipulating the DOM. 

0460 FIG. 35 illustrates an example of the document 
displayed on the Web browser. A description will be given 
of details of the document in FIGS. 33 and 34 mainly based 
on Script portions embedded in the document, in association 
with the illustrated example. 
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0461) Lines 5 to 7 in FIG.33 define a function “create 
CounterReportO”. 
0462 In Line 6, “device-printergetTotalCounterO" is 
called to obtain the current value of a print total counter 
cumulatively calculated by the printer unit 114, and the 
value is written into a text input element “counter” in a form 
element (FORM) contained in the present document. The 
text input element “counter” is described in Line 31 in FIG. 
34. 

0463) Lines 8 to 10 in FIG.33 define a function “report 
Log(O”. This function receives an argument “message'. 
0464) In Line 9, the argument “message” delivered to the 
function “reportLog()' is added to a text area element “log” 
in the form element (FORM) contained in the present 
document, and a new line is started. The text area element 
“log” is described in Line 36 in FIG. 34. 

0465) Lines 11 to 19 in FIG. 33 define a function 
“createLogReportO”. 

0466 In Line 12, the content of the text area element 
“log” is cleared. 

0467. In Line 13, an object of the log list class 1959 is 
retrieved by accessing the device object model using an API 
similar to that of the DOM. The log list class 1959 can have 
a plurality of log list objects, but here a reference to a first 
log list object is obtained as "log". 

0468. In Line 14, a group of objects whose tag names are 
“record” are retrieved from nodes as children of the log list 
object in the parent-child relationship by accessing the 
device object model using the API similar to that of the 
DOM, and a reference to the list is obtained as “records'. 

0469 Lines 15 to 21 form a loop, wherein the following 
processing is repeatedly carried out on the objects contained 
in the “records”: In Line 16, one object contained in the 
“records” is selected, and the selected “record” object is 
referred to. In Lines 17 and 18, DOM attributes of this 
“record” object are checked by “record.getAttribute() as 
the API of the DOM. If the value of an attribute “facility” is 
“System”, and at the same time the value of an attribute 
“level” is “notice', the value of an attribute “date' of the 
present object record, “:”, and the “data” attribute of a first 
child of the same are combined to construct a character 
String in Line 19. Then, the constructed character String is 
passed to the argument to call the function “reportLog0'. 

0470 The function “createCounterReportO” and the 
function “createLogReportO” are used in Line 25 and Line 
42 of the HTML document in FIG. 34. 

0471. In Line 25, a script is registered as an event handler 
that handles an onload event of a BODY element. The 
onload event handler is called in timing Synchronous with 
completion of loading (expanding and displaying) of all data 
constituting a document. In the handler, first, the function 
“createCounterReportO' is called, and then the function 
“createLogReport O’ is called. Further, in Line 42, a Script 
is registered as an event handler that handles an onClick 
event of the button input element labeled “UPDATE". This 
handler operates in quite the same way as above: first, the 
function “createCounterReportO' is called, and then the 
function “createLogReport O’ is called. 
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0472 Immediately after the Web browser displays the 
document, a total count value of the printer unit 114 is input 
to a text input element “counter, and a time Stamp of the 
“System'-related and notice-level log record object and a 
message are input to the text area element "log". Thus, a 
displayed image as shown in FIG. 36 can be obtained. 
Thereafter, whenever the user pushes or touches an 
“UPDATE' button, contents in a counter field and a log field 
are updated by an on Click event handler associated with the 
“UPDATE' button. 

0473. Further, in the present example of the HTML 
document, a Submit-type input element for Sending a HTML 
form element (FORM) is described in Line 43. This input 
element corresponds to a button labeled “SEND” in the 
example of display in FIG. 35. When the user pushes the 
“SEND' button, the contents of the counter and the log are 
submitted to the server. In short, results that the script 
obtains by accessing the device object model can be passed 
to the server via the form element (FORM). This makes it 
possible to link the Server-side processing and the client-side 
processing to each other, and a Script combining manipula 
tion of the DOM and that of the device object model can 
provide an even wider range of Solutions to problems. 

0474. However, some users sometimes fear that informa 
tion Stored in their embedded devices might easily leak out 
to an external network. Further, there exists a method of 
creating the Same State as created by pushing of a "SUB 
MIT" button, even when the user does not push the “SUB 
MIT button. This can increase the possibility that a user's 
privacy might be violated depending on the user environ 
ment and the manner of operation of the embedded device. 
0475 To eliminate this possibility, when a script accesses 
any object of the device object model even once, and an 
instruction for Submitting information from a form element 
(FORM) contained in a document having the script embed 
ded therein is issued, the user is requested to confirm 
whether or not to actually execute transmission processing. 
FIG. 36 illustrates a dialog for use in this confirmation. An 
instruction for Submission of information from a form 
element (FORM) is a DOM event of a HTML document, 
which can be captured by a DOM management Section. 
Further, the device object model accessed by a Script is also 
incorporated in the DOM management Section and managed 
by the same, So that the DOM management Section can 
monitor access to the device object model from a Script 
contained in a document. When any access is gained from 
the document, the DOM management Section marks the 
document “dirty”. When an instruction for submission of 
information from the form element (FORM) is captured, the 
DOM management section determines whether or not a 
document containing the form element (FORM) is marked 
“dirty”. If the document is marked “dirty', the DOM man 
agement Section Stops execution of processing responsive to 
the instruction for Submission of information from the form 
element (FORM), or requests the user to confirm permission 
of the Submission of information from the form element 
(FORM). 
0476 FIG. 35 illustrates an example of a dynamic device 
report document displayed on the Web browser. This device 
report document represents the document shown in FIGS. 
33 and 34, and is displayed on the content display area 905 
of the Web browser. The display of the document or the 
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device report document is presented in a dynamically 
adapted manner while reflecting access to the device object 
model. The device report document includes a user interface 
(“UPDATE" button) for starting manipulation of the device 
object model, and interfaces (“counter” and “log” fields) for 
feeding back the results of the manipulation to the Web 
browser. Further, the result of the access to the device object 
model is sent by Submission of information from the form 
element (FORM) (i.e. by touching the “SEND” button of the 
displayed document). 
0477 FIG. 36 illustrates an example of a confirmation 
pop-up window which is displayed when Submission of 
information from a form element (FORM) from a document 
that gains access to the device object model is attempted, to 
request the user to confirm permission of the Submission 
from the form element (FORM). 
0478. In the present embodiment, when a script accesses 
any object of the device object model even once, the user is 
requested to confirm whether or not to permit Submission 
from a form element (FORM) contained in a document 
having the script embedded therein. However, if this restric 
tion is deemed too strict, it is possible to Select only Several 
objects of the device object model for monitoring. Alterna 
tively, Specific methods or specific properties may be 
Selected from the characteristics of the objects forming the 
device object model, So as to monitor calling of the Specific 
methods or access to the Specific properties. In this case, 
submission from the form element (FORM) from the docu 
ment from which neither the calling nor the acceSS is not 
performed is permitted (i.e. permission of the Submission 
from the form element (FORM) is not confirmed by the 
user). 
0479. Although in the present embodiment, permission of 
submission from a form element (FORM) is confirmed 
whenever an instruction for Submission from the form 
element (FORM) is issued, the permission or inhibition of 
submission from a form element (FORM) may be config 
ured to be fixedly set in advance. Further, rules based on the 
URL of a document acquisition destination and/or that of a 
form element (FORM) transmission destination may be set 
in advance Such that permission or inhibition of Submission 
from the form element (FORM) is automatically deter 
mined. 

0480 According to the image processing apparatus of the 
present embodiment, it is possible to provide the following 
advantageous effects: 
0481. The device object model can be handled in the 
same manner as the DOM is. The device object model and 
the DOM are both text based, so that a general Web designer, 
who is familiar with DOM manipulation by a script, can 
easily produce a content to be linked to the embedded 
device. 

0482 Further, dynamic nodes of the device object model, 
particularly a Set of objects, Such as records e.g. of logs and 
a plurality of mountable option units of the same kind, which 
require Structural flexibility can be Searched and manipu 
lated as a dynamic tree structure similar to the DOM. 
0483 Next, a description will be given of an image 
processing apparatus to which is applied an embedded 
device according to a fifth embodiment of the present 
invention. 
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0484. The hardware configuration and software configu 
ration of the System including the image processing appa 
ratus of the present embodiment is only partially distin 
guished from those of the System including the image 
processing apparatus of the first embodiment. Therefore, in 
the following, different points from the first embodiment due 
to partial modifications or deletions will be described. 
0485 FIG. 37 is a diagram useful in explaining logical 
usage of the HDD 304. 
0486 In the present embodiment, the storage area of the 
HDD 304 is logically divided into a temporary area 701, and 
a box area 702 according to the uses. The temporary area 
701 is a storage area for temporarily storing PDL expanded 
data or image data from the Scanner So that output Sequence 
of image data can be changed, or a plurality of copies can be 
outputted by one-time scanning. The box area 702 is a 
storage area for using a box function. The box area 702 is 
divided into small storage areas, such as areas 703 to 707, 
corresponding in number to a registered number. Each box 
can have its own box name. The user can designate a box to 
thereby store a PDL job or a scan job as a document in the 
box. Further, it is possible to create a folder for collectively 
managing a plurality of documents. Furthermore, it is poS 
sible to browse documents and folders stored in a box, or 
print or Send a document in the box. 
0487. Similarly to the other resources in the apparatus, 
the boxes 703 to 707 are assigned users or groups having 
ownership. Further, access rights for permitting reading, 
Writing, and execution can be set for each of three types of 
users, i.e. users as owners (hereinafter referred to as “the 
users u’), users belonging to the group having ownership 
(hereinafter referred to as “the users g”), and other users who 
belong neither to “the users u” nor to “the users g” (here 
inafter referred to as “the users o'). Similarly, each of the 
folders and the documents is assigned an owner and a group 
So that the access rights can be set. 
0488 FIG. 38 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
user interface for referring to and Setting an access right to 
a document resource instance as an example of a resource. 
0489. When a user designates reference to or setting of 
resource information, a graphical user interface (GUI) in 
FIG. 38 is displayed on the LCD display unit 501. 

0490. In FIG. 38, an “INSTANCE" field shows an 
instance of a currently Selected resource. “Technical 
Research Report 0110” is an identifier, i.e. a document 
name, assigned to the instance of the document resource. 

0491. A “CLASS” field shows the class of the currently 
selected resource. “DOCUMENT' shows that the currently 
Selected resource is an instance of the document class. 

0492. A “HIERARCHY DISPLAY" button is used for 
hierarchically displaying the relationship between the 
instance of the currently Selected resource and the class 
thereof. This display will be described in detail hereinafter. 

0493 An “OWNER INFORMATION” area is used for 
referring to or Setting information of an owner of the 
currently selected resource. An “OWNER field shows the 
identifier of the user owning the currently Selected resource. 
A“GROUP field shows the identifier of a group owning the 
currently Selected resource. 
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0494. An “ACCESS RIGHT SETTING” area is used for 
referring to the Setting of the access rights to the currently 
Selected resource or Setting the access rights. This area is 
displayed as a table. In the table, rows correspond to the 
owner of the resource instance, the group, and another 
perSon, respectively, and each of the rows shows the States 
of read permission, write permission, and execution permis 
Sion given to the corresponding one of the owner, the group, 
and the other perSons. Columns show the respective States of 
read permission, write permission, and execution permis 
Sion. Each field as an interSection of the row and the column 
shows the value of an associated attribute of the resource. 

0495. The above described example applies to all the 
objects constituting the device object model. More specifi 
cally, only when the user is authorized to read, the reading 
of an attribute from a Script is permitted, and only when the 
user is authorized to write, the modification of the attribute 
in the Script is permitted. Further, only when the user is 
authorized to execute, the calling an operation from the 
Script is permitted. 
0496 Each attribute has a meaning defined according to 
the associated resource. The read permission associated with 
the document resource indicates that browsing, printing, 
and/or transmission of the document are/is allowed. The 
write permission associated with the document resource 
indicates that editing of the document by rewriting and/or 
deleting elements of the document is allowed. The execution 
permission associated with the document resource indicates 
that when processing of the document, Such as printing or 
transmission, is Stored as a job Script in a job description 
form in association with the document, execution of the job 
Script is allowed. 
0497. A “CANCEL' button is used for canceling a 
change of a changeable value even when it is changed and 
closing the present GUI. An “OK” button is used for saving 
(making effective) a change of a changeable value and 
closing the present GUI. 
0498. A user owning the document can use the present 
GUI to Set a group to own the document from the groups to 
which the user belongs, as well as to Set appropriate per 
missions to the owner, the group, and the other perSons. On 
the other hand, a user authorized to write related to the 
administrator configuration (the members of the “admin' 
group are authorized to write in an attribute of an adminis 
trator configuration resource class, not shown) is allowed to 
change all the attributes, and hence is also allowed to change 
the Setting of the owner of the present document. In the 
present embodiment, the owner is allowed to perform all the 
operations on the document, and the members of the group 
“rd' (a research and development department in an organi 
zation) to which the owner belongs are only permitted to 
perform the reading operation. The other users are not 
permitted to perform any of the operations including the 
reading operation. 

0499 Resources related to the document resource include 
a folder class and a box class. A folder is a container which 
can contain a plurality of documents and a plurality of other 
folders as contents, and a box is a top-level folder. Read 
permission associated with the folder and the box indicates 
permission to display a list of contents contained in the 
container. Write permission associated with the folder and 
the box indicates permission to add and delete a content 
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to/from the container. Execution permission indicates per 
mission to execute batch processing on registerable contents 
on a container-by-container basis. 
0500 FIG. 39 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
user interface for referring to and setting an access right to 
a color copying function resource instance as another 
example of the resource. Description of the same configu 
ration of the user interface in FIG. 39 as that of the user 
interface in FIG. 38 is omitted. 

0501. In FIG. 39, the “INSTANCE" field shows an 
instance of the currently selected resource. “Nameless 
Instance' is an identifier, i.e. a function name, assigned to 
the color copying function resource instance. In the present 
embodiment, the color copying function class has only a 
Single instance automatically generated by the apparatus, 
and hence the instance is treated as a nameless instance 
which has no specific name. 
0502. The “CLASS" field shows the class of the currently 
selected resource. “COLOR COPYING” shows that the 
currently Selected resource is the instance of the color 
copying class. 

0503) The “HIERARCHY DISPLAY" button is used for 
hierarchically displaying the relationship between the 
instance of the currently Selected resource and the class 
thereof. This display will be described in detail hereinafter. 
0504) The “OWNER INFORMATION” area is used for 
referring to or Setting information of an owner of the 
currently selected resource. The “OWNER' field shows the 
identifier of the user owning the currently selected resource. 
The "GROUP" field shows the identifier of a group owning 
the currently selected resource. 
0505 Each attribute shown in the “ACCESS RIGHT 
SETTING” area has a meaning defined according to the 
asSociated resource. The Semantics of the color copying 
function resource is defined by a function resource as a 
Superclass. Read permission associated with the function 
resource indicates that monitoring of the status of the present 
function is allowed. Write permission associated with the 
function resource indicates that a special setting for control 
ling the operation mode of the function on a system level can 
be changed. Execution permission associated with the func 
tion resource indicates that the job of the function can be 
Started. 

0506) In the illustrated example, the user owning the 
function is the “system'. The “system” is not an actual user, 
but a Virtual user. Therefore, only users authorized to per 
form Writing related to the administrator configuration can 
use the present GUI to change permissions to the color 
copying function. A group owning the function is the “sales 
(Sales department in the organization)". Only members 
belonging to this group are permitted to use the color 
copying function, and the other users are not. 
0507 FIG. 40 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
user interface displaying the inheritance relationship 
between resources and provided for referring to and setting 
access rights to the color copying function class. 
0508) When the user pushes or touches the “HIERAR 
CHY DISPLAY' button in the user interface shown in FIG. 
39, the GUI in FIG. 40 is displayed on the LCD display unit 
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501. Description of the same configuration thereof as that of 
the user interface in FIG. 39 is omitted. 

0509). In FIG. 40, the uppermost area is a hierarchy 
display area. In the hierarchy display area, an abstract 
concrete inheritance relationship is displayed in the same 
hierarchical representation as in FIGS. 15A to 15C. In the 
representation of the inheritance relationship, each box 
represents a resource class or a resource instance. By touch 
ing one of the box areas on the operating unit 112, the user 
can Select a resource class or instance associated with the 
box area. A class or instance enclosed by a rectangle having 
a diagonally shaded background represents the currently 
Selected resource class or instance. When the selection is 
changed, the representation in areas of the GUI below the 
hierarchy display area is Switched to a representation asso 
ciated with the Selected class or instance. In the present 
example, the color copying function class is selected. 
0510) The “OWNER INFORMATION” area is used for 
referring to or Setting information of an owner of the 
currently selected resource. The “OWNER' field shows the 
identifier of the user owning the currently selected resource. 
The "GROUP" field shows the identifier of a group owning 
the currently selected resource. 
0511 Each attribute shown in the “ACCESS RIGHT 
SETTING” area has a meaning defined according to the 
asSociated resource. The Semantics of the color copying 
function resource is defined by a function resource as a 
Superclass. Read permission associated with the function 
resource indicates that monitoring of the status of the present 
function is allowed. Write permission associated with the 
function resource indicates that a special setting for control 
ling the operation mode of the function on the system level 
can be changed. Execution permission associated with the 
function resource indicates that the job of the function can 
be started. 

0512) In the illustrated example, the user owning the 
function is the “system”. The “system” is not an actual user, 
but a Virtual user. Therefore, only users authorized to per 
form Writing related to the administrator configuration can 
use the present GUI to change permissions to the color 
copying function. A group owning the function is the “sales 
(sales department in the organization)". Only members 
belonging to this group are permitted to used the color 
copying function, and the other users are not. 
0513 FIG. 41 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
user interface displaying the inheritance relationship 
between resources and provided for referring to and setting 
access rights to the copying function class. 
0514) When the user pushes or touches a box represen 
tative of the copying function class in the hierarchy display 
area in FIG. 40, the GUI in FIG. 41 is displayed on the LCD 
display unit 501. Description of the same configuration 
thereof as that of the user interface in FIG. 40 is omitted. 

0515) In FIG. 41, the uppermost area is the hierarchy 
display area. In the illustrated example, the copying function 
class is Selected. The copying function class is a superclass 
obtained by abstracting the color copying function and the 
monochrome copying function. The Superclass is used for 
inheritance of default attribute values common to sub 
classes. 
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0516. In the illustrated example, the user owning the 
function is the “system”. The “system” is not an actual user, 
but a virtual user. Therefore, only users authorized to per 
form writing related to the administrator configuration can 
use the present GUI to change permissions to the copying 
function. A group owning the function is the “user” (all 
users). All users having a user account for the apparatus are 
permitted to used the copying function, and the other users, 
i.e. the guest users are not. 
0517 FIG. 42 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
user interface displaying the inheritance relationship 
between resources and provided for referring to and Setting 
access rights to the monochrome copying function class. 
0518. When the user pushes or touches a box represen 
tative of the monochrome copying function class in the 
hierarchy display area in FIG. 41, the graphical user inter 
face (GUI) in FIG. 42 is displayed on the LCD display unit 
501. Description of the same configuration of the user 
interface in FIG. 42 as that of the user interface in FIG. 41 
is omitted. 

0519 In FIG. 42, the uppermost area is the hierarchy 
display area. In the illustrated example, the monochrome 
copying function class is Selected. The monochrome copy 
ing function class is a Subclass obtained by Specializing the 
copying function class. The monochrome copying function 
class inherits default values from the copying function class 
as a Superclass. 
0520. In the illustrated example, the user owning the 
function is the “system”. The “system” is not an actual user, 
but a virtual user. Therefore, only users authorized to per 
form writing related to the administrator configuration can 
use the present GUI to change permissions to the mono 
chrome copying function. A group owning the function is 
not set, and hence “user” (all users) is inherited from the 
copying function class as a Superclass. 
0521. In the “ACCESS RIGHT SETTING” area, none of 
the permission attributes are Set. Therefore, each of the 
corresponding permission attributes is inherited from the 
copying function class as a Superclass. 
0522 FIG. 43 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
user interface displaying the aggregation relationship 
between resources and provided for referring to and Setting 
access rights to the printer unit class. 
0523 The GUI in FIG. 43 is displayed on the LCD 
display unit 501. Description of the same configuration 
thereofas that of the user interface e.g. in FIG. 40 is omitted. 
0524. In FIG. 43, the uppermost area is the hierarchy 
display area. In the hierarchy display area, a parent-child 
aggregation relationship is displayed in the same hierarchi 
cal representation as in FIG. 16. In the representation of the 
aggregation relationship, each box represents a resource 
class or a resource instance. By pushing or touching one of 
the box areas on the operating unit 112, the user can Select 
a resource class or instance associated with the box area. A 
class or instance enclosed by a rectangle having a diagonally 
shaded background represents the currently Selected 
resource class or instance. When the Selection is changed, 
the representation in areas of the GUI below the hierarchy 
display area is Switched to a representation associated with 
the Selected class or instance. In the present example, the 
printer unit class is Selected. 
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0525) The “OWNER INFORMATION” area is used for 
referring to or Setting information of an owner of the 
currently selected resource. The “OWNER” field shows the 
identifier of the user owning the currently Selected resource. 
The “GROUP field shows the identifier of a group owning 
the currently Selected resource. 
0526 Each attribute shown in the “ACCESS RIGHT 
SETTING” area has a meaning defined according to the 
associated resource. The printer unit class 1972 in the 
present embodiment only integrates the sheet feeder unit 
class 1907, the marking unit class 1905, and the discharge 
unit class 1908, as child unit classes thereof, for collectively 
handling them. Therefore, actually, the printer unit class 
1972 receives none of a read access, a write access, and an 
execution access. However, the printer unit resource holds 
access right Setting attributes Such that they can be referred 
to and Set. In the present embodiment, the attribute values of 
the printer unit class 1972 are directly used as default 
attribute values of the child unit classes of the printer unit 
class 1972. Therefore, insofar as the attribute values of the 
child unit classes as children in the parent-child relationship 
are left unset, as the value of an attribute of the whole unit 
class is changed, a corresponding one of the unset attributes 
of the child unit classes is changed to assume the same value. 
0527 FIG. 44 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
user interface displaying the aggregation relationship 
between resources and provided for referring to and Setting 
access rights to a discharge unit resource class. Description 
of the same configuration thereof as that of the user interface 
in FIG. 43 is omitted. 

0528. In FIG. 44, the discharge unit class is selected. The 
discharge unit class 1908 is a child unit class of the printer 
unit class 1972. 

0529) In FIG. 44, the attributes of the group and the 
access rights are left unset, and therefore the values of the 
corresponding attributes of the printer unit resource are 
assumed to be set thereto. 

0530 FIG. 45 is a view showing, by way of example, a 
Screen displaying an access right violation error. 
0531. When processing executed by a user has failed due 
to lack of an access right, the GUI in FIG. 45 is displayed 
on the LCD display unit 501. A message on the GUI is 
provided to notify the user of lack of the access right 
necessary for the processing. Further, the message shows a 
resource that caused the failure and a permission necessary 
for accessing the resource. When the user pushes or touches 
a “DETAIL” button, information concerning the error is 
displayed in more detail. Information (e.g. FIG. 39) on the 
resource that caused the failure can also be displayed as 
detailed information. When the user touches an “OK” but 
ton, the present GUI is closed. 
0532. In the present embodiment, the hierarchical struc 
ture representative of the aggregation relationship between 
the parent classes and the child classes is held, and insofar 
as the attributes indicative of access rights to the resources 
are concerned, the values of the respective attributes of a 
parent class are used as default values of the corresponding 
attributes of an associated child class. Therefore, when the 
attribute values are unset in a child class, the corresponding 
attribute values can be Supplied from an associated parent 
class, So that insofar as a resource group having a plurality 
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of child classes is concerned, simply by Setting the attribute 
values once in a class including the child classes, it is 
possible to easily Set default access rights common to the 
partial resources. Further, Special access rights different 
from the common defaults can be set, as required, for a more 
partial resource (and its child classes if any). 
0533. Further, there are provided a GUI hierarchically 
displaying the parent-child aggregation relationship between 
the resource classes, and a GUI for use in referring to and 
Setting access right information on each class and each 
instance with reference to the aggregation relationship 
between the classes. Therefore, the user can clearly grasp the 
aggregation relationship between the resources and easily 
Set the access rights properly based on the grasped aggre 
gation relationship. 
0534 Although in each of the above described embodi 
ments, only the DOM of a HTML document is used, the 
present invention can also be applied to general documents 
described in other markup languages including XHTML. 
For example, by manipulating the SVG DOM from the 
Script, it is possible to combine a user interface graphically 
richer than that provided by a document formed only by 
HTML, and manipulation of the device object model. 
0535 Further, although in the above described embodi 
ments, HTTP is used between the browser and the server, 
HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol Security) as a matter 
of course and any other protocol which is and will be 
generally used in the Web technique may be employed. 
0536 Furthermore, although in the above described 
embodiments, the authority to carry out processing in accor 
dance with execution of a Script is determined based on the 
user currently using the Web browser, this is not limitative, 
but the access rights to a Script may be uniquely determined, 
or alternatively the access rights may be determined based 
on a Script provider identified by a signature or the like 
added to a Script. 
0537 Although in the above described embodiments the 
access rights are set on an object-by-object basis, they may 
be set according to each of the operations included in the 
classes. 

0538. The present invention is not limited to the above 
described embodiments, but can be modified in various 
manners based on the Subject matter of the present inven 
tion, which should not be excluded from within the scope of 
the present invention insofar as functions as recited in the 
appended claims or the functions performed by the con 
struction of either of the above described embodiments can 
be achieved. Further, the present invention may either be 
applied to a System composed of a plurality of apparatuses 
or to a Single apparatus. 
0539 Further, it is to be understood that the object of the 
present invention may also be accomplished by Supplying a 
computer or a CPU with a program code of software, which 
realizes the functions of any of the above described embodi 
ments, and causing the computer or CPU to read out and 
execute the program code. 
0540. The above program has only to realize the func 
tions of any of the above described embodiments on a 
computer, and the form of the program may be an object 
code, a program code executed by an interpreter, or Script 
data Supplied to an OS. 
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0541. Further, it is to be understood that the object of the 
present invention may also be accomplished by Supplying a 
System or an apparatus with a storage medium in which a 
program code of Software, which realizes the functions of 
any of the above described embodiments is Stored, and 
causing a computer (or CPU or MPU) of the system or 
apparatus to read out and execute the program code Stored 
in the Storage medium. 
0542. In this case, the program code itself read from the 
Storage medium realizes the functions of any of the above 
described embodiments, and therefore the program code and 
the Storage medium in which the program code is Stored 
constitute the present invention. 
0543. Examples of the storage medium for supplying the 
program code include a floppy (registered trademark) disk, 
a hard disk, a magnetic-optical disk, a CD-ROM, a CD-R, a 
CD-RW, a DVD-ROM, a DVD-RAM, a DVD-RW, a 
DVD+RW, a magnetic tape, a nonvolatile memory card, and 
a ROM. Alternatively, the program may be downloaded via 
a network from another computer, a database, or the like, not 
shown, connected to the Internet, a commercial network, a 
local area network, or the like. 

0544) Further, it is to be understood that the functions of 
any of the above described embodiments may be accom 
plished not only by executing the program code read out by 
a computer, but also by causing an OS (operating System) or 
the like which operates on the computer to perform a part or 
all of the actual operations based on instructions of the 
program code. 
0545) Further, it is to be understood that the functions of 
any of the above described embodiments may be accom 
plished by writing a program code read out from the Storage 
medium into a memory provided on an expansion board 
inserted into a computer or a memory provided in an 
expansion unit connected to the computer and then causing 
a CPU or the like provided in the expansion board or the 
expansion unit to perform a part or all of the actual opera 
tions based on instructions of the program code. 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

0546) This application claims priority from Japanese 
Patent Application No. 2004-268483 filed Sep. 15, 2004, 
which is hereby incorporated by reference herein. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An embedded device comprising: 

a browser unit adapted to load content data containing at 
least document data which is described in a markup 
language and has a Script or information for reference 
to a Script embedded therein, and to perform presenta 
tion based on the loaded content data; 

a control unit adapted to control information and opera 
tion of the embedded device; 

a Script processing unit incorporated in Said browser unit, 
adapted to interpret the document data contained in the 
loaded content data and to process the Script or the 
information for reference to a Script embedded in the 
document data; and 
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a first interface unit adapted to provide an interface Via 
which Said Script processing unit gains access, based on 
the processing of the Script, to the information and 
operation of the embedded device, controlled by said 
control unit. 

2. An embedded device as claimed in claim 1, further 
comprising a Second interface unit adapted to provide an 
interface via which Said Script processing unit gains access, 
based on the processing of the Script, to an internal data 
Structure of the document data, managed in Said browser 
unit, and wherein 

Said Script processing unit inserts partial document data 
generated based on a result obtained by gaining access, 
Via Said first interface unit, to the information and 
operation of the embedded device, controlled by said 
control unit, into the document data at a position therein 
determined according to a result obtained by gaining 
access, via Said Second interface unit, to the internal 
data Structure of the document data. 

3. An embedded device. as claimed in claim 2, wherein 
Said Second interface unit constructs a document object 
model for acceSS by Said Script processing unit to the internal 
data Structure of the document data, the document object 
model being constructed by associating objects to be pro 
cessed by Said Script processing unit with respective ele 
ments of the document data, associating an attribute of each 
of the objects with an attribute of a corresponding one of the 
elements of the document data, associating an operation on 
each of the objects with an operation on a corresponding one 
of the elements of the document data, asSociating a rela 
tionship between the objects with a relationship between the 
elements of the document data, and associating events 
generated for objects associated with the document data or 
respective ones of the elements of the document data, with 
events generated for the document data or the corresponding 
elements of the document data. 

4. An embedded device as claimed in claim 3, wherein 
Said Script processing unit gains access, via Said first inter 
face unit, to the information and operation of the embedded 
device, controlled by Said control unit, in response to an 
event generated for the document data or an element of the 
document data. 

5. An embedded device as claimed in claim 1, wherein 
Said first interface unit constructs a device object model for 
access by Said Script processing unit to the information and 
operation of the embedded device, controlled by said control 
unit, the device object model being constructed by associ 
ating objects to be processed by Said Script processing unit 
with respective resources constituting the embedded device, 
asSociating an attribute of each of the objects with an 
attribute of a corresponding one of the resources, associating 
an operation on each of the objects with an operation on a 
corresponding one of the resources, and associating a rela 
tionship between the objects associated with the respective 
resources, with a relationship between the resources. 

6. An embedded device as claimed in claim 5, wherein in 
the device object model, an abstract-concrete relationship is 
inherited, a concrete class being provided with at least a part 
of at least one of an attribute of an associated abstract class 
and an operation thereon, and each object belonging to each 
class being provided with at least a part of at least one of an 
attribute of the class and an operation thereon. 

7. An embedded device as claimed in claim 5, wherein in 
the device object model, a parent-child aggregation relation 
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ship is represented, and a whole object being provided with 
an operation or an attribute for Searching Zero or more partial 
objects associated with the whole object. 

8. An embedded device as claimed in claim 5, wherein the 
device object model is constructed by further associating 
events and exceptions generated for objects associated with 
the embedded device or respective ones of the resources of 
the embedded device, with events and exceptions generated 
for the embedded device or corresponding ones of the 
resources of the embedded device. 

9. An embedded device as claimed in claim 1, wherein in 
the case a user gives an instruction for externally outputting 
from the embedded device a result obtained by said script 
processing unit gaining access, via Said first interface unit, to 
the information and operation of the embedded device, 
controlled by said control unit, said browser unit inhibits the 
result from being externally outputted in response to the 
instruction. 

10. An embedded device as claimed in claim 1, wherein 
in the case a user gives an instruction for outputting from the 
embedded device a result obtained by Said Script processing 
unit gaining access, via Said first interface unit, to the 
information and operation of the embedded device, con 
trolled by Said control unit, Said browser unit requests the 
user to confirm whether to permit the result to be externally 
outputted in response to the instruction, in advance or 
whenever the instruction is given. 

11. An embedded device as claimed in claim 5, wherein 
an access right is held for each of the objects constituting the 
device object model, and in the case said Script processing 
unit attempts access to an object which said Script process 
ing unit is not authorized to access, an attribute of the object, 
or an operation on the object, Said first interface unit inhibits 
the access. 

12. An embedded device as claimed in claim 11, further 
comprising a Setting unit adapted to Set an access right to 
each of the objects constituting the device object model. 

13. An embedded device as claimed in claim 11, wherein 
each of the objects constituting the device object model 
inherits an access right held for a class to which the object 
belongs. 

14. An embedded device as claimed in claim 11, wherein 
an access right to each of the objects constituting the device 
object model is set to an access right held for an object 
including the object and being in an aggregation relationship 
therewith. 

15. An embedded device comprising: 

a browser unit adapted to load content data containing at 
least document data described in a markup language, 
and to perform presentation based on the loaded con 
tent data; 

a control unit adapted to control information and opera 
tion of the embedded device; and 

an interface unit adapted to provide an interface via which 
Said browser unit accesses the information and opera 
tion of the embedded device, controlled by said control 
unit, 

wherein Said browser unit identifies a user currently 
utilizing the embedded device, based on a result 
obtained by gaining acceSS, via Said interface unit, to 
the information and operation of the embedded device, 
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controlled by Said control unit, and displays a content 
of a document according to the user. 

16. An embedded device comprising: 
a browser unit adapted to load content data containing at 

least document data described in a markup language, 
and to perform presentation based on the loaded con 
tent data; 

a control unit adapted to control information and opera 
tion of the embedded device; and 

an interface unit adapted to provide an interface via which 
Said browser unit accesses the information and opera 
tion of the embedded device, controlled by said control 
unit, 

wherein Said browser unit determines information Specific 
to the embedded device or a status of the embedded 
device based on a result obtained by gaining access, via 
Said interface unit, to the information and operation of 
the embedded device, controlled by said control unit, 
and displays a content of a document according to the 
determination. 

17. An embedded device as claimed in claim 16, wherein 
the information specific to the embedded device contains at 
least one of a type of the embedded device, a type of at least 
one option unit mounted in the embedded device, and 
versions of the embedded device and the option unit. 

18. An embedded device as claimed in claim 16, wherein 
the document contains at least one of a manual for at least 
one of the embedded device and at least one option unit 
mounted in the embedded device, a Suggestion to a user, and 
information for referring to the manual or the Suggestion. 

19. An embedded device comprising: 
a browser unit adapted to load content data containing at 

least document data described in a markup language, 
and to perform presentation based on the loaded con 
tent data; 

a control unit adapted to control information and opera 
tion of the embedded device; and 

an interface unit adapted to provide an interface via which 
Said browser unit accesses the information and opera 
tion of the embedded device, controlled by said control 
unit, 

wherein said browser unit determines whether or not an 
internal program is Stored in the embedded device, 
based on a result obtained by gaining acceSS, via Said 
interface unit, to the information and operation of the 
embedded device, controlled by Said control unit, and 
when an internal program is Stored in the embedded 
device, displays a document containing a user input 
element for giving an instruction for Starting the inter 
nal program. 

20. An embedded device comprising: 
a control unit adapted to control information and opera 

tion of the embedded device; 
a Script processing unit adapted to process a Script, and 
an interface unit adapted to provide an interface via which 

Said Script processing unit gains access, based on the 
processing of the Script, to the information and opera 
tion of the embedded device, controlled by said control 
unit, 
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wherein Said interface unit constructs a device object 
model for access by Said Script processing unit to the 
information and operation of the embedded device, 
controlled by said control unit, the device object model 
being constructed by associating objects to be pro 
cessed by Said Script processing unit with respective 
resources constituting the embedded device, associat 
ing an attribute of each of the objects with an attribute 
of a corresponding one of the resources, associating an 
operation on each of the objects with an operation on a 
corresponding one of the resources, and associating a 
relationship between the objects associated with the 
respective resources, with a relationship between the 
CSOUCCS. 

21. An embedded device as claimed in claim 20, wherein 
in the device object model, an abstract-concrete relationship 
is inherited, a concrete class being provided with at least a 
part of at least one of an attribute of an associated abstract 
class and an operation thereon, and each object belonging to 
each class being provided with at least a part of at least one 
of an attribute of the class and an operation thereon. 

22. An embedded device as claimed in claim 20, wherein 
in the device object model, a parent-child aggregation rela 
tionship is represented, and a whole object being provided 
with an operation or an attribute for Searching Zero or more 
partial objects associated with the whole object. 

23. An embedded device as claimed in claim 20, wherein 
the device object model is constructed by further associating 
events and exceptions generated for objects associated with 
the embedded device or respective ones of the resources of 
the embedded device, with events and exceptions generated 
for the embedded device or corresponding ones of the 
resources of the embedded device. 

24. A method of controlling an embedded device, com 
prising: 

a browser Step of loading content data containing at least 
document data which is described in a markup lan 
guage and has a Script or information for reference to 
a Script embedded therein, and performing presentation 
based on the loaded content data; 

a control Step of controlling information and operation of 
the embedded device; 

a Script processing Step of interpreting the document data 
contained in the loaded content data and processing the 
Script or the information for reference to a Script 
embedded in the document data, Said Script processing 
Step being incorporated in Said browser Step; and 

an interface Step of providing an interface via which 
access to the information and operation of the embed 
ded device, controlled in Said control Step, is gained 
based on the processing of the Script, in Said Script 
processing step. 

25. A method of controlling an embedded device, com 
prising: 

a browser Step of loading content data containing at least 
document data described in a markup language, and 
performing presentation based on the loaded content 
data; 

a control Step of controlling information and operation of 
the embedded device; and 
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an interface Step of providing an interface via which 
access to the information and operation of the embed 
ded device, controlled in Said control Step, is gained in 
Said browser Step, 

wherein Said browser Step comprises identifying a user 
currently using the embedded device, based on a result 
obtained by gaining access, in Said interface Step, to the 
information and operation of the embedded device, 
controlled in Said control Step, and displays a content of 
a document according to the user. 

26. A method of controlling an embedded device, com 
prising: 

a browser Step of loading content data containing at least 
document data described in a markup language, and 
performing presentation based on the loaded content 
data; 

a control Step of controlling information and operation of 
the embedded device; and 

an interface Step of providing an interface via which 
access to the information and operation of the embed 
ded device, controlled in Said control Step, is gained in 
Said browser Step, 

wherein Said browser Step determines information spe 
cific to the embedded device or status of the embedded 
device based on a result obtained by gaining access, in 
Said interface Step, to the information and operation of 
the embedded device, controlled in said control step, 
and displays a content of a document according to the 
determination. 

27. A method of controlling an embedded device, com 
prising: 

a browser Step of loading content data containing at least 
document data described in a markup language, and 
performing presentation based on the loaded content 
data; 

a control Step of controlling information and operation of 
the embedded device; and 

an interface Step of providing an interface via which 
access to the information and operation of the embed 
ded device, controlled in Said control Step, is gained in 
Said browser Step. 

wherein Said browser Step determines whether or not an 
internal program is Stored in the embedded device, 
based on a result obtained by gaining access, in Said 
interface Step, to the information and operation of the 
embedded device, controlled in Said control Step, and 
when an internal program is Stored in the embedded 
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device, displays a document containing a user input 
element for giving an instruction for Starting the inter 
nal program. 

28. A method of controlling an embedded device, com 
prising: 

a control Step of controlling information and operation of 
the embedded device; 

a Script processing Step of processing a Script; and 
an interface Step of providing an interface via which 

access to the information and operation of the embed 
ded device, controlled in Said control Step, is gained 
based on the processing of the Script in Said Script 
processing Step, 

wherein Said interface Step comprises constructing a 
device object model for access in Said Script processing 
Step to the information and operation of the embedded 
device, controlled in Said control Step, the device object 
model being constructed by associating objects to be 
processed in Said Script processing Step with respective 
resources constituting the embedded device, associat 
ing an attribute of each of the objects with an attribute 
of a corresponding one of the resources, associating an 
operation on each of the objects with an operation on a 
corresponding one of the resources, and associating 
relationships between the objects associated with the 
respective resources, with relationships between the 
CSOUCCS. 

29. A program for causing a computer to execute a method 
of controlling an embedded device, the method comprising: 

a browser Step of loading content data containing at least 
document data which is described in a markup lan 
guage and has a Script or information for reference to 
a Script embedded therein, and performing presentation 
based on the loaded content data; 

a control Step of controlling information and operation of 
the embedded device; 

a Script processing Step of interpreting the document data 
contained in the loaded content data and processing the 
Script or the information for reference to a Script 
embedded in the document data, Said Script processing 
Step being incorporated in Said browser Step; and 

an interface Step of providing an interface via which 
access to the information and operation of the embed 
ded device, controlled in Said control Step, is gained 
based on the processing of the Script, in Said Script 
processing step. 

30. A computer-readable Storage medium Storing the 
program according to claim 29. 
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